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Finavia in brief
Finavia is an airport operator whose goal is to make travel smooth and stressfree. We enable good flight connections from Finland to the rest of the world
through our nationwide network of airports. Our main airport, Helsinki Airport,
is a leading European hub for long-haul and connecting flights.
We develop and maintain airports and manage large-scale operations ranging
from demanding construction projects to complex logistics, passenger flows
and data. We work together with our customers and partners to promote the
mobility of Finnish people and Finland’s international competitiveness.
We bear our responsibility for the impact of our activities on people, the
environment and society at large. Safety, security, sustainable development
and connectivity are at the core of our responsibility. At Finavia, responsibility
consists of details, and every single detail counts.
Our work at Finavia makes the world closer.

Responsibility at Finavia is a complex set of
considerations in which every detail needs to be
in order. Small details come together in a chain of
strengths to create safe and efficient connections
to the rest of the world, ambitious climate efforts,
an inspiring workplace and a world-class passenger
experience – sum of good things.
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Right from the start of the COVID-19
pandemic, we implemented enhanced
cleaning and hygiene procedures,
enforced safe distances and made
changes to passenger processes.

Finavia’s business environment changed
significantly due to the COVID-19 pandemic. We
focused on safeguarding our financial operating
conditions, ensuring health security and continuing
with our strategic investments. Going forward, we
aim to be even more cost efficient and capable of
adapting to changes.
Key figures 				5
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on our
business operations				7
CEO’s review 				 9
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Key figures
Finavia’s turnover and operating profit were significantly lower than in the previous year.

Revenue and operating profit
excl. extraordinary items 2016–2020

Investments 2016–2020

EUR million

EUR million

500
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The Group’s Key Figures

200

200

100
0

100

-100
-200

2016
Revenue

2017

2018

2019

2020

0

2016

2019

2018

Change-%**

6.4

26.0

25.0

-75.4

Revenues, EUR million

150.6

389.2

377.3

-61.3

Operating margin (EUR million)

-27.0

134.6

143.1

-120.0

Operating margin, %

-17.9

34.6

37.9

Operating profit, EUR million

-128.9

44.0

66.8

Operating profit, %

-85.6

11.3

17.7

Profit for the period, EUR million

-147.0

34.3

45.3

Return on equity, %

-24.2

5.1

7.0

Return on investment*, %

-10.4

4.4

6.7

Equity ratio, %

36.3

50.3

58.7

Cash flow-based investments, EUR million

255.7

306.1

239.5

-16.4

Net debt

727.9

489.8

300.3

48.6

1,476.5

1,354.4

1133.3

9.0

1,366

2,241

2,186

-39.0

62.3

99.4

96.9

-37.4

Total number of passengers, million

400
300

2020

2017

2018

2019

2020

Operating profit excl. extraordinary items

Balance sheet total, EUR million
Average number of employees (person-years)
Salaries and fees, EUR million

At the end of 2020, Finavia
Corporation employed

and Finavia Group

Total revenue 2020, EUR

PEOPLE

PEOPLE

MILLION

1,068 2,233 150.6

-393.0
-529.2

* The calculation of return on investment includes interest rate and other financing costs, whereas previously financial income and
expenses were included.
**The percentage change shows the change between 2020 and 2019.
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Passenger volumes at Finavia’s airports
2016–2020

International ASQ grade
measuring customer satisfaction
at Helsinki Airport

4.23

million
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(SCALE 1–5)
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Customer satisfaction at
network airports in average*

2020

4.44

International

Carbon dioxide emissions from Finavia’s
operations and passenger volumes
tonnes

million
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* A survey that was conducted
only in January–March

Usage of renewable
electricity at airports

100%
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COVID-19 measures
in figures

2,000

300

KEEP A DISTANCE FLOOR STICKERS

HAND SANITIZERS

100,000+

100

FACE MASKS

PROTECTIVE PLEXIGLASSES

14

2

DIGITAL
COMMUNICATION
CHANNELS

ANNOUNCEMENTS
IN EVERY 7 MINUTES
IN 3 LANGUAGES

CO2 emissions from Finavia’s operations, tonnes
Passenger volumes, millions
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The impact of COVID-19 pandemic on business operations
The COVID-19 pandemic had a negative impact on operating conditions for
Finavia and the aviation sector as a whole starting from March 2020.

90%

LESS AIR TRAFFIC

SWITCHING
FOCUS FROM
STRATEGY TO
CRISIS PLANNING

Travel restrictions imposed by
governments forced airlines to
cancel most of their flights. During the
COVID-19 crisis, air traffic at Finavia’s
airports decreased by about 90 per
cent compared to normal.

We temporarily
suspended our efforts to
update Finavia’s strategy,
which began in the
autumn 2019, and drafted
a crisis action plan.

RUNWAY AND APRON
RENOVATION AT
JYVÄSKYLÄ AIRPORT
Our comprehensive renovation
project at Jyväskylä Airport ensures
smooth air traffic well into the
future. The repairs also took into
account sustainable technology
choices that support the zeroemission target of our climate
programme.

ADDITIONAL
INVESTMENT IN KITTILÄ

DISINFECTION
TECHNOLOGY

We continued the development
programme for our airports
in Lapland, which was initially
implemented in 2018–2019, by
making an additional investment
to improve baggage handling and
check-in services at Kittilä Airport.

In August, we launched a project at
Helsinki Airport aimed at preventing
the spread of viruses by enhancing
the cleaning of security trays using
UVC technology. The pilot project
was expanded in October to our
airports in Rovaniemi and Oulu.

EUR

318

MILLION IN CAPITALISATION

In October, we applied for capitalisation
from the Finnish state to cope with the
COVID-19 crisis. The increase in capital is
also aimed at ensuring that our investment
programme will be completed as planned.

EUR

HEALTH SECURITY
Right from the start of the
COVID-19 pandemic, we
implemented enhanced cleaning
and hygiene procedures,
enforced safe distances and
made changes to passenger
processes. We worked closely
with the health authorities and
other officials and assisted
passengers to ensure safe and
smooth travel.

HELSINKI AIRPORT
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME
CONTINUES
We continued with Helsinki
Airport’s strategic development
programme as planned. Long-term
investments support the success
of the entire airport network and
contribute to the prosperity of the
Finnish economy.

200

MILLION COST-CUTTING
PROGRAMME

In March, we started the most extensive costcutting programme in our history. It includes
reductions in personnel, extensive temporary
layoffs and significant cost cuts in operations.
We are aiming for a total of EUR 200 million in
savings by 2023.

HELSINKI AIRPORT’S
RUNWAY CLOSURES
In response to the sudden
decline in flights, we closed
runway 3 (04L/22R) at Helsinki
Airport from the beginning
of April until the start of
August. Runway 1 (04R/22L) is
closed from the beginning of
November.

PARKING FACILITIES
In September, we postponed the
commissioning of the new indoor
car park completed at Helsinki
Airport due to low passenger
volume. We also decided to
make unused parking space
available to customers for the
storage of boats and vehicles
during the winter season.

AIR TRAFFIC CHARGES
UNCHANGED
To support the recovery of air
traffic from the COVID-19 crisis,
we decided to keep air traffic
charges for airlines and other
airport users at their current
level from the start of 2021.
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CASE

We implemented a
number of concrete
measures to mitigate the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The rapidly changed and unprecedented situation has forced us to implement changes
in airport operations and respond to passenger needs that we have never encountered
before. We have taken several concrete measures and worked actively to mitigate the
COVID-19 pandemic.
READ MORE
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CEO’s review:

Overcoming the
crisis together
The COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 drove Finavia into the deepest
crisis in its entire history. Throughout the exceptional circumstances,
we focused on maintaining our service capacity, helped prevent the
spread of the virus and aimed to ensure adequate financing.
The year 2020 was extraordinary and the impacts on the
entire aviation sector were completely unprecedented.
COVID-19 was declared a global pandemic in March
2020. Many countries set travel restrictions, resulting in
a rapid decline and partial stoppage of global air traffic.
Finavia’s operating environment changed dramatically
and airports faced a sharp decrease in activity. In 2019,
a total of 26 million passengers passed through our airports. In 2020, that number was only about one quarter
of the previous year’s total at 6.4 million passengers.
Consequently, our revenues decreased by 61.3 per cent
to EUR 150.6 million and our operating margin was negative at EUR 27 million.

“This is not the first crisis the aviation
sector has ever faced”
– Kimmo Mäki, CEO

Under serious crisis conditions, we were forced to
reassess the management of our business and evaluate
our opportunities to move forward with our strategy. We
decided to temporarily suspend our strategy development efforts and shift our focus to drafting a crisis action
plan to cope with the exceptionally difficult situation.
The action plan consisted of several key measures.
First, we had to safeguard Finavia’s financial operating
conditions by implementing new financing solutions
and cost-cutting measures. Second, we had to take
active steps to ensure the health security of our airports
to make them safe places to work and travel. A third
important factor in promoting the recovery from the
COVID-19 crisis was to hold on the strengths that enable
us to maintain our competitiveness. Examples of these
strengths include our highly competent personnel and
our strategic investments. With an eye to the future, we
wanted to permanently make Finavia a more cost-efficient, resilient and adaptable company.
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Building future competitiveness through our
development programme
In March, we started an extensive cost-cutting programme that
includes the prioritisation and reduction of investments as well as
reductions in operating expenses. Savings were sought in service
and material purchasing, administrative expenses and personnel
costs. Costs were reduced through contractions in airport services and opening hours, by temporarily closing terminal facilities
and runways as well as by temporarily laying off personnel. At the
end of the year, we had to make the decision to cut 110 jobs in the
parent company Finavia Corporation following cooperation negotiations. Cooperation negotiations concerning the subsidiary Airpro were also completed late in the year.
To strengthen our financial position, we engaged in loan negotiations with our financing partners and applied for capitalisation
of EUR 350 million from the Finnish state to overcome the crisis.
With the EUR 318 million increase in equity secured after the
financial year, we can also ensure the completion of HelsinkiVantaa's strategic investment program.
We have worked purposefully for a long time to make Helsinki
Airport a significant air traffic hub between Asia and Europe. This
makes it especially important to continue the development programme as planned. It ensures that when the pandemic eases
up and the world reopens, we will be in a position to respond to
customer needs and competition between airports. Helsinki Airport’s success brings income and jobs to Finland and the income
it generates makes it possible to maintain Finavia’s lower-traffic
regional airports.
We also continued the development programme for our airports in Lapland, which was initially implemented in 2018–2019,

by making an additional investment of EUR 5 million to improve
baggage handling and check-in services at Kittilä Airport. We also
completed a comprehensive runway and apron renovation project at Jyväskylä Airport in August.

Extensive measures to mitigate the pandemic
Preventing the spread of COVID-19 was one of Finavia’s key tasks
during the year under review. The rapidly changed and unprecedented situation forced us to implement changes in airport
operations and respond to entirely new kinds of passenger needs.
Right from the start of the pandemic, we implemented enhanced
cleaning and hygiene procedures, enforced safe distances and
made changes to passenger processes.
An airport is a highly regulated and safety-critical operating
environment where any change in passenger processes must be
implemented carefully. During the year, we made changes to terminal and airport processes on several occasions in response to
changes in travel restrictions. In September, we piloted the use of
new technology to enhance the cleaning of security control trays.
COVID-19 has had significant direct impacts on the companies
that operate at airports. To support these companies, we have
been flexible with contract terms.

Return to growth
Although the COVID-19 pandemic has been entirely unprecedented in terms of its impacts, it is not the first crisis the aviation
sector has ever faced. At Finavia, we are confident that the growth
of air traffic will resume after the pandemic abates, travel restrictions are lifted and the supply and demand of flights begins to
recover.

Strategy and value creation

The basic factors that drive growth remain unchanged. For
example, the Asian middle class is becoming wealthier and seeks
new experiences through travel. In general, we recognise substantial pent-up demand in the recreational travel segment. The volume of business travel is expected to change due to the adoption
of new remote work practices and tools.
The sustainability of travel will be further emphasised in the
future. Finavia has worked on solving various environmental
issues for a long time. We achieved an important climate target in
2019 when all of our airports became carbon neutral. We will continue our climate efforts towards our next goal, which is net zero
emissions. This means that our own CO2 emissions will be so small
that we can capture them from the atmosphere.
The International Air Transport Association IATA forecasts
that air traffic will recover to the pre-pandemic level in 2024. The
recovery of the aviation sector will be influenced by global economic development and the general recovery of society. Finavia
has great concerns regarding Helsinki Airport, as ensuring its international competitiveness is in the interest of Finland as a whole. It
is important that passengers do not switch to alternative routes,
which could lead to Helsinki Airport losing its central role as a hub.
A high volume of transfer travel brings income and jobs to Finland.
With this in mind, we need to ensure that airlines will see Finland
as an attractive destination and transfer hub even after the crisis.

Responsibility

Reporting principles

It is important
to complete our
development programme
as planned in order to
have an advantage over
our competitors when the
pandemic lets up.

Kimmo Mäki
CEO
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Lapland’s appeal is a permanent competitive advantage
that has supported the strong development of our northern
airports. Our investments in Lapland’s airports and tourism
will further enhance our competitive advantage.

Strategy and value creation

Responsibility

Reporting principles

Strategy and
value creation
Finavia’s strategy guides our work in a changing
operating environment. During the exceptional year, our
opportunities to create value for our stakeholders were
significantly reduced by the sharp decline in passenger
volumes. Nevertheless, our long-term development
programmes will enable the continued growth of traffic
volumes when the aviation industry begins to recover.
Megatrends and strategy
Value creation
Business areas

12
14
17
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Megatrends
and strategy
The COVID-19 pandemic dramatically changed Finavia’s operating
environment and forced us to temporarily suspend our work on
our strategy. Nevertheless, the megatrends that influence air traffic
are expected to play an even stronger role when the exceptional
circumstances have passed.
Finavia’s strategic choices respond to the megatrends
identified in the operating environment and guide the
development of our operations. The rise of the Asian
middle class and the development of other emerging
economies, global competition for passengers and climate change are the megatrends that are reflected the
most in our operations. The COVID-19 pandemic has
also highlighted hygiene and health security as important
trends that affect air traffic.
During the crisis, we decided to temporarily suspend
the work initiated in the autumn 2019 to update our strategy and we prepared a plan to see the company through
the exceptionally difficult situation. Our crisis action plan
is focused on ensuring Finavia’s financial operating conditions and health security at our airports, fostering our
key drivers of competitiveness, and developing Finavia
into a permanently more cost-efficient, resilient and
adaptable company.
During the exceptional circumstances, health security has been an overarching theme in everything we do.

We expect that many of the practices established during
the crisis with the aim of preventing infectious diseases
will remain in use permanently. Airports will continue to
be expected to provide a high level of health security
and this will be part of delivering a good customer experience. Safety is also one of our core values and, as such,
the foundation for everything we do. An exceptionally
high-quality customer experience is a strategic competitive advantage for Finavia. We invest in this to enable our
airports to differentiate themselves from other international airports.

We need to hold on to our competitive
advantages
Finavia’s vision is to provide the best connections in
Northern Europe to destinations around the world and to
make Finland an attractive destination and transit option.
All this can only be achieved if we grow in a responsible
and profitable manner. As our investment programmes
at Helsinki Airport and our airports in Lapland are key
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aspects of this, we decided to continue these programmes in
spite of the unusual circumstances.
The growth of traffic between Asia and Europe is expected
to remain strong as the supply and demand of flights begins to
recover. With living standards rising and more and more people in
Asia wanting to travel to other countries and having the means to
do so, we want to ensure that we provide diverse services and a
smooth transfer experience at Helsinki Airport.
Helsinki Airport’s excellent geographical location between the
East and West is a significant competitive advantage. Helsinki
Airport has achieved a significant position as a popular transfer
airport in air traffic between Asia and Europe and it provides a
memorable customer experience as an efficient and reliable airport. Our development programme, which exceeds a billion euros
in size, will further build on this competitive advantage.
Lapland’s appeal with its Santa Claus attractions, snow and
experiences in nature is also a permanent competitive advantage
that has supported the strong development of our northern airports. Our investments in Lapland’s airports and tourism will further enhance our competitive advantage. As global competition
intensifies, we will focus increasingly on developing our service
processes and operational activities.
More information on Finland’s connectivity is provided starting
from page 32.

Growing emphasis on climate issues
One change in our operating environment is the phasing out of old
aircraft that consume a lot of fuel. Globally, the capacity of airlines will decrease temporarily, which may influence the speed of
recovery of air traffic.
Mitigating climate change is a growing megatrend that influences the operating environment in aviation, and air traffic emissions are part of the broader discussion regarding the climate.
Finavia wants to make flying possible for Finns along with the eco-

Helsinki Airport’s
competitive
advantages will
continue to exist after
the pandemic.
nomic and social benefits it brings now and in the future. We have
a strong track record of working to solve various environmental
issues by improving in areas related to the protection of waterways, reducing emissions, reducing aircraft noise and improving
energy efficiency, for example.
We achieved carbon neutrality for all of our airports in 2019:
we have minimised our CO2 emissions and offset remaining emissions. Our next target is net zero emissions. More information on
our environmental efforts is provided starting from page 41.
The environmental efficiency of travel can be influenced by
developing Finland’s traffic system as a whole and by connecting
different modes of transport to form efficient travel chains. The
focus of these development efforts should be on optimising overall travel times, providing a smooth experience for passengers and
reducing travel-related emissions. Based on the 12-year national
transport system plan of the Ministry of Transport and Communications, Finavia wants to be involved in developing cooperation
between the various parties involved and creating models that
connect air traffic with highly functional travel chains.

Strategy and value creation

Responsibility

Reporting principles

Megatrend

Impact on airport operations

Finavia’s response

Global competition for
passengers

Competition between airports will intensify as
air traffic grows

• Excellent customer experience and processes
• Extensive and diverse route network
• Smooth, efficient and punctual operations

Growing middle class
in Asia and growth of
emerging economies
in other parts of the world

As living standards are rising, more and more
people want to travel to other countries and
also have the means to do it

• Services for Asian travellers and smooth transit
flight processes
• Investments in ensuring adequate capacity

Climate change

Finavia has a strong commitment to reducing
CO2 emissions

• Carbon neutral airports – towards net zero emissions
• Fintraffic Air Navigation Services guides airlines to use
low-emission green landing procedures
• Development of services and processes in a
responsible and environmentally efficient manner

Hygiene and health
security

Deployment of new operating methods
and processes

• Health security as part of a high-quality customer
experience

Ageing population

Higher life expectancy means a higher number
of people that remain active despite their
advanced age. More leisure time means
opportunities for travel.

• Accessible and smooth services
• Investing in guidance
• Personal customer service

Urbanisation

Population is concentrating in large cities.
In some parts of Finland, the demand for
domestic air services will decrease further.

• Developing travel chains in cooperation with other
transport operators
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Value creation
Our value creation is based on providing efficient and reliable
flight connections from Finland to the rest of the world. The
COVID-19 crisis made value creation significantly more difficult.

All our operations are guided by the vision of offering air
passengers the best connections between Northern
Europe and the rest of the world while promoting Finland
as an attractive and easy-to-reach destination. Promoting Finland’s connectivity enables us to contribute to the
creation of well-being throughout the country.
Due to the travel restrictions and sharp decline in air
traffic caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, our ability to
create value for our owner and other stakeholders was
significantly compromised in 2020.

Efficient and reliable connections create
well-being in Finland
We create value for our owner, the State of Finland, and
Finnish society as a whole by enabling efficient and reliable connections with the rest of the world as well as by
investing in the development of our airports and surrounding areas.
Finavia’s airports, combined with the diverse routes
of the airlines that use them, make Finland a central and
easy-to-reach destination. Well-functioning, diverse and
reliable flight connections are essential for the vitality and
competitiveness of the Finnish business sector and they
promote investments in Finland.
Connectivity is also vital for the development and
growth of tourism in Finland. Good flight connections

make Finland easy for international travellers to reach
while also making international recreational travel quick
and easy for Finns. Smooth and comfortable travel helps
Finland stand out from the competition.
Our long-term efforts to increase Finland’s connectivity and attractiveness have suffered significantly from
the uncertainty created by the COVID-19 pandemic.
More information on this is provided starting from
page 32.

A unique customer experience as
a differentiating factor
We create value for our customers – both airlines and
passengers – by providing safe, high-quality and cost-efficient services. Using the services of our airports is convenient and smooth, which is reflected in our service
promise “For smooth travelling”. An exceptional customer experience makes us stand out from our international competitors.
Developing the customer experience has been a key
element of our strategy. The development of our services and processes has been guided by the four pillars
of the Finavia customer experience: feeling relaxed,
feeling secure, feeling refreshed and the feeling of Finnishness. These four pillars are taken into consideration in
our investment decisions. The results of our efforts have
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been reflected in customer satisfaction surveys and industry
awards.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the key factors in the customer experience in 2020 were the health security of airports and
the sense of security among passengers. More information on this
is provided starting from page 35.

The COVID-19 crisis halted growth
Finavia’s revenues comprise the air traffic charges paid by airlines,
facility and plot rents paid by companies operating at airports,
rents for advertising spaces, and parking fees.

Connectivity is a key
condition for Finland’s
competitiveness.
Growth ensures the continuity of our operations and enables us
to maintain our competitive position while making investments and
developing as a company. We grow responsibly by making decisions
and investments with minimal negative environmental impacts.
Maintaining a network of airports that covers all of Finland has
been possible largely due to the growth of the number of transfer
passengers at Helsinki Airport. We have financed all of our investments through our revenues and by borrowing.

Strategy and value creation

Responsibility

Reporting principles

However, the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a dramatic
decline in the number of flights and passengers and, subsequently, Finavia Group’s revenues. We had to start an extensive
cost-cutting programme that meant the prioritisation and reduction of investments as well as reductions in operating expenses.
The cost-cutting measures also concerned our personnel in the
form of temporary lay-offs and redundancies. We are aiming for
EUR 200 million in savings by 2023.
Before the crisis, our balance sheet was strong but our capital
was in efficient use. From spring to autumn, we financed our operations by external loans. In the autumn, we applied for capitalisation of EUR 350 million from the state, which enabled us to continue our strategically important development programme.
We decided to continue the development programmes concerning Helsinki Airport and our airports in Lapland and we also
decided to invest in the renovation of Jyväskylä Airport, as investments in infrastructure deliver value for several decades to come.
When the pandemic eases up and the world reopens, the newlook Helsinki Airport will give Finavia and Finland an advantage
over the competition.
We have not compromised on airport security and the conditions of our environmental permits even during the cost-cutting programme. Our ambitious climate programme and carbon
neutral airport network make us a global leader in environmental responsibility. We will continue to implement our climate
programme when the pandemic eases up and traffic volumes
recover.
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How we create value to the society

Customers and partners
• More than 50 airlines as customers
• 6 million passengers
• 2,050 suppliers of goods and services
• 1,500 companies operating at the airports

S
CE
I
RV

Unique
customer
experience

For
smooth
travelling

Efficient and
reliable services
for airlines

Safety
For customers
By developing

Service providers and
partners at airports

Responsibility

Energy and natural resources
• Water consumption 87,000 m3
• Consumption of heating energy 54 GWh
• Consumption of electric energy 71 GWh
• Fuel consumption of ground equipment 1,190 tonnes
• Total land area 9,856 m2

Our business is influenced by the
following key themes

Finavia’s vision is to
offer passengers the
best connections from
Northern Europe to the
world and to promote
Finland as an attractive
and easy-to-reach
destination.

AIR
TR
AF
F

VALUES

Economic capital and investments
• Balance sheet EUR 1,476 million
• Total investments EUR 256 million
• Environmental investments EUR 1 million

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

VISION

Extensive and reliable global connections
• Direct destinations from all airports 54
• Competitive landing and passenger charges
• Reliable operations irrespective of weather
S
ICE
RV
SE

Human resources and skills
• Personnel 1,068
• Training 1.4 days/person
• Statutory qualifications and standards
• Ability to understand the customer experience
• Process expertise (passenger flows, aircraft
turnaround times, snowhow, etc.)

IMPACTS

IC

Airports
• 21 airports
• Capital assets EUR 1,359.0 million
• Business premises and advertising space
• Buildings, machinery and equipment
• Ground structures

BUSINESS MODEL

PAS
SE
NG
ER
SE

RESOURCES

We develop the customer experience together with our partners

Megatrends
Urbanisation, digitalisation, climate change, growth of the middle class in Asia, ageing
population, growth in tourism, competition for passengers at global level.

Extensive regulation of the sector
Finavia’s operations are governed, for example, by international
aviation regulations and EU-level laws and regulations.

Unique customer experience
• Customer satisfaction at Helsinki Airport: 4.23/5 (ASQ)
• Customer satisfaction at network airports: 4.44/5
• World-class services at Helsinki Airport
Competitiveness and economic impact
• Total revenue EUR 151 million
• Salaries and fees EUR 62 million
• Purchases from service and goods suppliers EUR 315 million
• Taxes and tax-like levies EUR 13 million
• Helsinki Airport directly and indirectly employs
10,000 people
• The degree of domestic content of the investment
programme 90%
Environmental impacts
• All airports carbon neutral
• Consumption of heating energy: 8.4 kWh per passenger
• Consumption of electric energy: 11.1 kWh per passenger
• Water consumption: 13.6 l per passenger
• Ground equipment energy consumption: 2.2 GWh
per passenger
• Biological oxygen demand (BOD) of runoff water 36 tonnes
• Amount of waste 1,856 tonnes, of which 56% was
recyclable waste

Finland’s reputation and geographical location
We help build Finland’s country brand and take advantage of Finland’s
unique position as a hub between Europe and Asia.
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Business areas
We started the most
extensive adaptation
programme in Finavia’s
history to strengthen our
financial position.

The COVID-19 pandemic created very difficult circumstances
for Finavia’s businesses due to the sharp decline in passenger
volumes. Nevertheless, our ongoing development programmes
give us confidence for the future.
Helsinki Airport, which relies on international transfer
travel, is the engine of the Finnish tourism sector and a key
driver of success for our regional airports. When traffic at
Helsinki Airport was ground to a halt by the COVID-19
crisis, flights to our regional airports also decreased dramatically. The positive development of passenger volumes seen during the past few years appeared to continue in January–February before the sharp decline in
passenger volumes starting from March.
The total passenger volume of Helsinki Airport
declined by 77 per cent year-on-year and the number of
transfer passengers decreased by 80 per cent compared
to the previous year. Altogether 1.3 million passengers
travelled through the regional network airports in 2020,
representing a year-on-year decrease of 68 per cent. The
number of passengers at airports in Lapland, which play a
key role in the Finnish travel sector, decreased by 54 per
cent and amounted to 678,864.
We responded to the situation by adapting our operations to the changed circumstances and commencing
the most extensive cost-cutting programme in Finavia’s
history to strengthen our finances. We reduced operating costs and investments on a broad front and achieved
savings in personnel expenses. Despite the cost cuts, we
did not compromise on safety under any circumstances,
as safety is the first priority in everything we do. More
information on our safety-related efforts is provided
starting from page 35.

In January 2020, when the impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic were not yet known, we increased air traffic
charges by an average of 3.9 per cent to cover the investment costs concerning Helsinki Airport and our airports
in Lapland, amongst other things. For 2021, we decided to
maintain the same price level as in the previous year.

The Helsinki Airport Development
Programme continued
We have worked systematically to build a leading position for Helsinki Airport in the international competition
between transfer airports. Before the COVID-19 crisis, Helsinki Airport offered the best connections from
Northern Europe to the rest of the world. To support
the airport’s competitiveness, we decided to continue
our extensive development programme in spite of the
exceptional circumstances. Commenced in 2013 and
valued at more than one billion euros, the programme is
aimed at increasing transfer traffic capacity and improving the customer experience, for example.
The employment effect of the construction phase
at Helsinki Airport is estimated to exceed 15,500 person-years. The project’s share of domestic content
during the construction phase has been approximately
90 per cent. In spite of the challenging circumstances,
we continued with our development programme and
avoided the additional costs that would have been
caused by suspending it. Continuing the development
Annual and Responsibility Report 2020
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CASE
programme also supports the business operations of the contractors and subcontractors involved.
In 2020, the development programme continued as planned
with construction work on the new main entrance and the new
arrival and departure halls. We also expanded the gate area, which
will increase capacity and flexibility for non-Schengen and Schengen flights in 2021. In September, we completed a new indoor car
park for 1,800 cars in front of Terminal 2, but its commissioning
was postponed.
Despite the extensive construction work and COVID-19 crisis, we
received good scores for customer satisfaction at Helsinki Airport,
as in the previous year. More information on our efforts to develop
the customer experience is provided starting from page 33.

Reduced air traffic at regional airports

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on Helsinki Airport. Continuing
the ongoing development programme enables contractors and subcontractors to also
continue their work.

The majority of Finavia’s regional network airports were closed
starting from March due to the lack of air traffic caused by travel
restrictions. In April–May, there was passenger traffic only at Oulu
Airport, Rovaniemi Airport, Kuopio Airport, Turku Airport and
Mariehamn Airport. The Finnish Defence Forces also used our
Rovaniemi, Kuopio, Jyväskylä, Tampere, Halli and Utti airports normally as Finavia’s customer.
Most of the regional airports were reopened in June when the
travel restrictions were partially lifted and airlines resumed their
routes. Having started to increase, passenger volumes nevertheless turned to a substantial decline in September due to new strict
travel restrictions.
Finnair resumed flights to Kajaani, Kemi, Kokkola, Joensuu and
Jyväskylä – which had been suspended since the spring – for the
winter season, until the end of March 2021. The state will organise
a tendering process to select an air operator for the airports in
question for the remainder of 2021.

Additional investment in Kittilä
READ MORE

Finavia decided to continue the development programme implemented at its airports in Kittilä, Rovaniemi and Ivalo in 2018–2019
because the programme was close to being completed. The aim
of the project is to improve the customer experience of the air-

ports in Lapland, improve the service level and increase capacity
as well as to ensure safe traffic as the number of flights and passengers grows.
The total investment of EUR 55 million was supplemented in
2020 with an additional investment of EUR 5 million in the development of Kittilä Airport. New terminal premises were built and
new technology was introduced to speed up the processing of
outbound baggage at the airport. The number of check-in counters increased from eight to 14.
Finavia also completed an investment of nearly EUR 15 million
at Jyväskylä Airport when runway and apron renovation work was
finished in August. The airport’s services have been developed, for
example, by building a new maintenance hangar and modernising
the maintenance equipment, which is powered by renewable fuel.
In November, Finavia signed an agreement with the municipality of Enontekiö on transferring the ownership of Enontekiö Airport to the municipality. Finavia decided to relinquish the airport
because its runway and terminal buildings had reached the end of
their life cycle and, because of the low traffic volumes, Finavia did
not have the opportunity to invest in extensive renovations.

Airpro's year 2020
Finavia Group’s subsidiary Airpro produces air traffic services
for several aviation operators. In addition to Helsinki Airport, Airpro operated at 15 network airports throughout Finland in 2020.
Airpro (Airpro Oy and RTG Ground Handling Oy) employed 1,364
employees, half of them at Helsinki Airport and half at network airports. In 2020, Airpro commenced a cost-cutting programme due
to the COVID-19 crisis, seeking cost reductions of EUR 45 million
by 2023. As part of the programme, Airpro temporarily laid off all of
its personnel for various periods of time in accordance with traffic
amounts, for example. A significant set of collective agreements
were completed in 2020. The collective agreements for all of the
company’s groups of professionals have now been clarified. In the
autumn, the rest of Airpro’s ground handling services were transferred in their entirety to the subsidiary RTG Ground Handling Oy
by means of a business transfer.
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Business areas
The Finavia Group provides air traffic
services to airlines and passengers.
The Group has two business areas:
Helsinki Airport and Airport Network.
Our subsidiary Airpro Oy produces
ground handling and passenger services.

Helsinki Airport

Airport Network

Airpro

Helsinki Airport is a significant European airport and the leading
transfer airport between Europe and Asia. The airport has won
several international awards and recognitions for its excellent
services.

Finavia’s has 20 network airports, 18 of which serve passenger
traffic. The airports at Halli and Utti are used exclusively for military aviation and general aviation. Finavia’s airports in Lapland
have aided the rise of Finnish tourism.

Finavia’s subsidiary Airpro provides ground handling and passenger services for air traffic, screening and airport services, logistics
services and cabin services for several air carriers. In addition to
Helsinki Airport, Airpro operated at 15 network airports throughout
Finland in 2020.

Key figures

Key figures

Key figures

2020

2019

2018

Revenues, EUR million

98.3

274.0

259.1

Number of employees

375

466

445

5,053,134

21,861,082

20,848,749

69,287

190,210

187,982

4.23

4.16

4.17

Total number of
passengers
Commercial flights
Customer satisfaction

2020

2019

2018

Revenues, EUR million

37.5

69.0

66.6

Number of employees

414

505

466

1,347,449

4,162,813

4,137,753

24,353

61,539

63,270

4.44*

4.28

4.26

Total number of
passengers
Commercial flights
Customer satisfaction

2020

2019

2018

Revenues, EUR million

29.4

74.7

75.5

Number of employees

1,165

1,498

1,612

* Measured from January to March.
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Our network of 21 airports
enables the development
of Finnish tourism.
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Finavia's airport network
includes 21 airports
Ivalo
Enontekiö

Kittilä

6.4

Rovaniemi
Kemi-Tornio Kuusamo

MILLION PASSENGERS

Oulu

93,640

Kajaani
Kokkola-Pietrasaari

COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS

Kuopio

Vaasa

145,548
TONNES OF CARGO

Joensuu

Jyväskylä
Savonlinna
Halli-Kuorevesi
Pori
Tampere-Pirkkala
Utti

Turku
Helsinki

Maarianhamina
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Responsibility
Responsibility guides everything we do at Finavia. In 2020,
the COVID-19 crisis meant that our responsibility efforts
were largely focused on safeguarding the health security
of passengers and personnel as well as ensuring our
financial operating conditions.

Finavia partnered with the City
of Vantaa and Nose Academy
in launching the world’s
first COVID-19 sniffing dog
operations at Helsinki Airport.

Responsibility at Finavia 				 22
Effective and open cooperation 				 27
Finland’s connectivity 				 32
Services and customer experience 				 33
Safety				35
Personnel				38
Environment				41
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Responsibility
at Finavia
In 2020, the focus areas of our responsibility were maintaining
health security at our airports and ensuring the continuity of
our operations.
Responsibility is the foundation of Finavia’s operations.
Safety and security are key to everything we do. In environmental responsibility, we set the bar high and lead
the way in our industry by implementing our climate programme. We promote the mobility of Finns, help Finns be
cosmopolitan, promote Finland’s competitiveness and
engage in productive cooperation with our stakeholders. In order for us to achieve these objectives, our highly
competent employees must have a high level of wellbeing at work. At Finavia, responsibility consists of many
details that are all important.
We have divided the key aspects of Finavia’s responsibility into three categories:
1. Aspects that generate the greatest value to
stakeholders and society, which we develop with
a proactive approach: connectivity, security, the
customer experience and responsible growth.
2. Aspects that improve operational efficiency, which we develop, monitor and report on:
employee well-being, open cooperation in the
value chain, capacity for renewal, global environmental impacts and local environmental impacts.

3. Aspects that ensure the continuity of operations, which we look after: operating in compliance
with norms and exercising influence on regulation.
The material aspects and this classification guide our
reporting on responsibility. We report on our responsibility in accordance with the GRI framework.
Due to the COVID-19 crisis and the resulting financial
difficulties in 2020, we focused largely on basic aspects
in the third category, i.e. ensuring compliance with the
orders issued by the authorities, seeking cost reductions
and implementing them in such a way as to minimise
their negative impacts as well as exercising influence on
the international regulation of the industry. In spite of the
exceptional circumstances, we were also able to focus on
the first category by generating value for our stakeholders
through focusing heavily on health security and thereby
maintaining the customer experience at a good level.

Management of responsibility
Finavia’s responsibility is steered by its safety culture and
values, its customer promise of a smooth airport experience, policies and guidelines, Code of Conduct and corAnnual and Responsibility Report 2020
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Key factors in Finavia’s responsibility
1.

Matters generating the most added value
to stakeholders and the society.
Proactively developed.

2.

Connectivity

Safety

Customer experience

Responsible growth

Matters improving the efficiency of operations.
Developed, monitored and reported.
Satisfied personnel

Good and open cooperation

Local environmental
impacts

Global environmental
impacts

Ability to reform

3.

Matters safeguarding the continuity of operations.
Kept in good condition.

Operating according to norms

Influencing regulation

porate governance. Every Finavia employee must act responsibly
and promote responsibility.
Decisions pertaining to the responsibility of our operations are
jointly made by the CEO and the Executive Group. Finavia’s Board
of Directors actively monitors the management of responsibility and regularly discusses matters pertaining to the company’s
finances, sustainable development and social responsibility. All
policies observed in the company are approved by the Finavia
Board of Directors. The responsibility indicators set out in Finavia’s scorecard include financial profitability, customer satisfaction and safety as well as CO2 emissions per passenger, which
was added in 2020.
Practical aspects of environmental responsibility are coordinated by Finavia’s environmental unit and sustainable development director in cooperation with business areas and airports,
which function as profit centres in the business areas.
Finavia complies with the certified ISO 14001 environmental
system. Finavia’s environmental policy lays the foundation for the
setting of environmental goals and targets that are approved by
the CEO. We have also identified the functions and services that
generate the most significant environmental impact we can influence. The environmental goals and targets have been divided into
long-term (5–10 years) development programmes and annual
action plans. We measure our environmental impacts and monitor
the effectiveness of the actions we take on a regular basis.
The CFO is responsible for implementing economic responsibility at a practical level. Consideration and promotion of social
responsibility is the task of a number of different parties at Finavia.
For example, the Group’s HR matters are the responsibility of the
HR director and the HR unit. The management of social responsibility is also steered by Finavia’s personnel strategy and the detailed
action plan based on it, as well as Finavia’s Code of Conduct. The
Group’s safety unit coordinates the management and development of safety in accordance with the risk management policy.

Strategy and value creation

Finavia is engaged in an active dialogue with its stakeholders,
coordinated by the communication unit, and the feedback we
receive is an important consideration in our responsibility activities. In accordance with Finavia’s communication policy, we aim
to communicate proactively, transparently and openly.
Finavia requires its suppliers to abide by applicable laws, regulations and good trading practices, as well as sustainable development principles and responsibility. Finavia’s procurement responsibilities and procedures are specified in the procurement policy.
Procurement resources and methods are developed in a goaldriven manner so that the different aspects of social responsibility
and their applicability to all service agreements can be ensured.
Finavia is committed to good governance in all its operations.
Effective internal control and risk management help to ensure high
operational performance, and they constitute an essential element of the good corporate governance observed by the Group.
Finavia’s Code of Conduct, operating manual and procurement
principles, among others, set guidelines for Finavia’s operations in
line with standards. The transparency of governance is ensured by
complying with the Finnish Corporate Governance Code for Listed
Companies to the extent that it is practicable in a company owned
by the State of Finland. Finavia monitors the results of its corporate responsibility and reports them in its corporate responsibility
report by using indicators in accordance with the standards of the
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). Corporate responsibility reporting
is coordinated by the communication unit.

Responsibility goals
Our responsibility goals are related to sustainable growth and
profitable business, improvements in good connections, promoting Finland’s competitiveness and well-being at work. The goals
are based on Finavia’s strategic objectives. However, during the
year under review, the focus of our responsibility efforts was on
measures related to preventing the spread of COVID-19 at airports,

Responsibility

Reporting principles

ensuring compliance with the orders issued by the authorities and
making it through the financial difficulties caused by the COVID-19
crisis with minimal adverse impacts.
Instead of working towards our planned responsibility goals in
accordance with the original plan, ensuring the continuity of our
operations became our primary goal. Some of the responsibility-related actions could not be implemented at all, or their implementation was slowed down or postponed. The planned actions
are described in more detail in this report in the following sections:
Finland’s connectivity; Safety; Services and customer experience;
Personnel; and Environment.

We ensured health
security and safeguarded
the continuity of our
operations.
To stop the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic at our airports, we took quick and flexible action to adapt operations and
respond to passenger needs that we had never encountered
before. From the outbreak of the pandemic, we implemented
enhanced cleaning and hygiene procedures, piloted new technology to improve the disinfection of security control trays,
restricted the capacity of premises and services to maintain
safe distances, for example, and adjusted terminal and airport
processes on several occasions in response to changes in travel
restrictions. We worked closely together with the authorities right
from the start of the pandemic.
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We did not compromise on compliance with regard to security
and environmental efforts, but we had to suspend certain development measures. We engaged in international cooperation to
influence industry regulation with the aim of improving the industry’s ability to recover from the crisis.
Finavia’s strategy revision process, which began in 2020,
turned into the drafting of a crisis action plan as the COVID-19
outbreak began. Our work on updating our sustainability strategy,
which was initiated at the start of the year, was also suspended.
In the long term, our goals are largely unchanged, although the
recovery from the COVID-19 crisis reshapes our operations temporarily and results in the slowing down or postponement of certain actions. Nevertheless, achieving net zero emissions remains
our target, for example. Depending on how quickly travel restrictions are lifted and air traffic recovers, our responsibility-related

efforts in the near future may require us to be even more innovative and make more effective use of our resources.
In the long term, the most important of the megatrends that
influence the development of our responsibility-related efforts is
climate change, which we aim to mitigate through our climate programme. Milder winters will influence our operations with regard
to security and the environment, as the use of chemicals in apron
and runway areas is the highest when the temperature is around
zero degrees Celsius.

Investments and adjusted EBIT margin,
2016–2020

Balance sheet total and equity ratio,
2016–2020
%
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Responsible financial decisions in a year of crisis
When our operations are on a financially sustainable base, we can
responsibly take care of our personnel, the environment and our
assets, and invest in the development of our airport network. At
the same time, our airports will be attractive from the perspec-
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tives of airlines and international passengers. By seeing to our
competitiveness, we also create jobs throughout Finland.
Growth in passenger volumes was expected in 2020, and our
aim was to strengthen our international market position, invest in
sustainable growth, the customer experience and services as well
as improve the productivity and cost-efficiency of our operations
through automation and digitalisation, for example.
Finavia’s revenues comprise the air traffic charges paid by
airlines, facility and plot rents paid by companies operating at
airports, rents for advertising spaces, and parking fees. During the
COVID-19 crisis, air traffic at Finavia’s airports decreased by about
90 per cent compared to normal, which led to a sharp decline in
revenues.
Finavia Group’s revenues decreased by 61.3 per cent to EUR
150.6 (398.2) million and profitability fell into negative territory.
Profit decreased to EUR -147 (34.3) million. Finavia’s goal is to pay
dividends to the State of Finland, its owner, within the constraints
of its financial results and distributable assets. The Board of
Directors did not propose a dividend distribution from 2020.
The goals set out in our crisis action plan were to safeguard
Finavia’s financial operating conditions through new financing
solutions and cost-cutting measures, ensure health security at
our airports through our own actions and processes as well as
strive to preserve the strengths that we need to maintain our
competitiveness, such as highly competent employees and strategic investments.
A significant proportion of Finavia’s expenditure and the costs
of its airports are fixed and determined by regulations. Personnel expenses represent a significant proportion of total costs at
approximately 40 per cent on average. To ensure the continuity
of Finavia’s operations, we started an extensive cost-cutting programme that will continue until 2023 and includes the prioritisation and reduction of investments as well as reductions in operating expenses throughout the Group. Savings have been sought in
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service and material purchasing, administrative expenses
and personnel costs.
Cost items that are essential for the continuity of airport operations include security operations in compliance
with the orders issued by the authorities as well as environment-related activities in accordance with environmental permits.
In 2020, our total investments amounted to EUR 255.7
(306.1) million. The most significant investments were
related to the development of Helsinki Airport and our
airports in Lapland as well as Jyväskylä Airport. We have
invested more than EUR 1.2 billion in the development
of Helsinki Airport and tourism in Lapland. The degree of
domestic content of our investment programme is nearly
90 per cent.
The success of Helsinki Airport is crucial for our entire
airport network, as the losses of the regional airports have
been covered by the income accrued from commercial
services provided at Helsinki Airport. Before the COVID-19
crisis, the growth of passenger volumes was the highest at
our airports in Lapland.
The Helsinki Airport development programme has
a significant employment effect, estimated at 15,500
person-years during the period 2013–2023. Before
the COVID-19 crisis, the development programme was
expected to bring approximately 5,000 new permanent
jobs to the airport.

The Helsinki Airport development
programme, started in 2014, is
worth around one billion euros.

Responsibility
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We continued the development programme for our
airports in Lapland, which was initially implemented in
2018–2019, by making an additional investment of EUR 5
million to improve baggage handling and check-in services
at Kittilä Airport. A runway renovation project of EUR 10
million was completed at Jyväskylä Airport in August.
Our cost-efficient operations have enabled us to keep
air traffic charges at a low level, which has made Finavia’s
airports attractive propositions for airlines. To support our
customers’ recovery from the COVID-19 crisis, we decided
to keep air traffic charges for airlines and other airport
users at their current level in 2021.
At the end of the year, Finavia’s interest-bearing liabilities amounted to EUR 802.0 (517.4) million. Investments
are financed not only by revenue but also by liabilities. Net
debts totalled EUR 727.9 (489.8) million.
Our investments are mainly financed through project
financing, which is well-suited for extensive strategic infrastructure projects. This type of credit is also in line with
Finavia’s long-term earnings logic, in which investments
in airports generate income over a very long period, while
passenger volumes are expected to grow. To strengthen
our financial position, we also applied for capitalisation of
EUR 350 million from the Finnish state in October 2020.
At the end of 2020, our equity ratio was 36.3 per cent
(50.3), with the target being at least 40 per cent. Finavia
has planned its investment programmes to ensure that
the company’s solvency remains high when growth expectations are met.
Expenses arising from purchased goods, material and
services were EUR 315 million, reflecting the high level of
investments at Finavia. Financial expenses totalled EUR
13.9 (8.1) million. Salaries, wages and other personnel
expenses came to EUR 75.9 (124.9) million.
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Taxes and tax-like levies
Finavia has business operations only in Finland, and it pays taxes
and tax-like levies for its results in Finland in accordance with Finnish legislation. Finavia has not defined a separate tax strategy.
The company’s CFO is responsible for tax-related matters at
Finavia. If necessary, the CFO reports to the Audit Committee of
the Board of Directors. Finavia actively cooperates with the tax
authorities and requests preliminary rulings from them in matters
subject to interpretation so that tax-related uncertainties can be
minimised. Finavia complies with all deadlines set for payment
and notification obligations.
Finavia ensures that it has adequate group-level expertise in
taxation matters. If necessary, Finavia may purchase taxation-related expert services from outside the company. In 2020, Finavia
also used tax advisory services supplied by external providers.
Finavia’s tax-related reporting does not include any evaluations. Reporting is based on consolidated financial statements
and accounting material.
In 2020, Finavia paid a total of EUR 13.2 (26.1) million in taxes
and tax-like levies. Finavia does not pay or account for taxes in tax
haven countries defined by the OECD and has not received support from these countries.

Corporation tax includes taxes recognised in financial results
for the period and taxes recognised for the previous period (not
including deferred taxes). Payments made to Traficom include air
traffic monitoring charges and other aviation-related charges.
The air traffic monitoring charge is a statutory charge levied
by Traficom, which Finavia collects and debits to Traficom. The
charge, which has been approved by Parliament and is collected
from all airlines, is not related to the airport services provided by
Finavia.
Finavia collected and accounted for a total of EUR 32.2 (41.8)
million in taxes and tax-like levies. The taxes and tax-like levies
collected do not affect Finavia’s results, as the company acts as
an intermediary for the charges.
The taxes collected and accounted for in 2020 and 2019 do
not include value added tax. In 2020, Finavia reclaimed more VAT
than it collected and accounted for.
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Paid and collected taxes and tax-like fees 2020
Taxes paid

Taxes collected
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Effective and open
cooperation
The significance of continuous dialogue was underscored
as the pandemic led to rapid changes in our operations. The
exceptional circumstances affected all of our stakeholders.

Our key stakeholders include airlines, passengers,
employees, the companies and public authorities that
operate at airports as well as other authorities and decision-makers: the state, municipalities and, in the year
under review, the health authorities in particular. We
also engaged in regular and active dialogue with our other
partners, subcontractors, suppliers, financing providers,
owners, media and residents of the areas around our
airports.
The pandemic affected all of our stakeholders. In addition to maintaining essential connections, safeguarding
the health of passengers and employees emerged as the
most important goal of our stakeholder cooperation. The
rapidly changing situation led to a significant increase in
the need for – and amount of – dialogue in 2020. The significance of effective and open cooperation was emphasised during the crisis.
The health security requirements brought about by
COVID-19 significantly changed our cooperation with
the authorities. The health security of each airport was
the responsibility of the municipality in which they are
located. The parties to the cooperation included, for

example, the Finnish Border Guard, the Finnish Institute
for Health and Welfare and the Ministry of Social Affairs
and Health.
The magnitude of the change is illustrated by the fact
that the average daily number of passengers dropped
from 60,000 to about 1,000 over the course of just a few
days. In addition to Finavia, the crisis had a direct negative
impact on the 1,500 companies and over 20,000 people that work at our airports. We supported our tenants
and partners in many ways, including rent reductions and
exemptions as well as being flexible on other contractual
terms. Our goal was to make it through the crisis by supporting each other and remaining prepared to resume
services as soon as possible after the crisis.
Our charitable and sponsorship activities were minor
in 2020. We continued our long-term strategic partnership with the international children’s rights organisation
Plan. We also continued as an official partner of the Finnish Olympic Committee, but the planned cooperation
related to the Tokyo Olympics was not realised due to the
entire event being postponed. We continued our cooperation with the Santa Claus Foundation on a small scale.
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Participation in industry organisations
The COVID-19 pandemic characterised cooperation in
the domestic and international organisations and working groups as well as the tourism development forums
Finavia participates in.
We are a member of Airport Council International
(ACI) Europe and its working groups, for example.
We are also a founding member of the Nordic Initiative
for Sustainable Aviation (NISA), which promotes the use
of biofuels in aviation, and a member of the Network for
Electric Aviation (NEA) in the Nordic region.
As a member of the World Travel & Tourism Council,
the Nordic Travel Retail Group and the Nordic Council
of Shopping Centres, we develop the travel industry and
the commercial potential of airports on an international
scale. We are also a member of Service Sector Employers
Palta.

Responsible procurement
Finavia is a significant buyer of goods and services. We
have over 2,000 suppliers of goods and services and we
buy a large proportion of our goods, services and commodities from Finland.
The COVID-19 crisis had a significant impact on procurement in 2020. We reduced our purchasing due to
low passenger volumes and the sharp decline in Finavia’s
revenues. Our purchases of goods and services in 2020
amounted to EUR 315 million, which is 37 per cent lower
than in the previous year. We approached our suppliers
and service providers on an exceptional basis to request
longer payment terms and discounts.
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Our long-term aim is for our purchases to be sustainably produced and for our supply chains to be transparent.
We continuously expand the scale of responsible procurement and revise our responsibility criteria for procurement.
We intend to survey our key suppliers and start an
audit process with the aim of eliminating high-risk suppliers. Our goal for the year under review was the automation and digitalisation of procurement processes, but the
COVID-19 crisis forced us to postpone the project.

The members of
the entire airport
community have
supported each other
during the crisis.
It is important that our procurement process does
not involve risks related to, for example, corruption, poor
working conditions or environmental negligence. Our
Supplier Code of Conduct is incorporated into all of our
new agreements. This communicates the message that
we take responsibility seriously in all aspects of our
operations.
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Stakeholder

Issues brought up by the stakeholder

Forms of cooperation

Examples of Finavia’s actions in 2020

Personnel

• A COVID-19 safe work environment
• COVID-19-related concerns about employment
• Increased need for transparent communication regarding
COVID-19-related changes in employment
• The opportunity to participate in Finavia’s development

• The development of occupational health services in
response to changed needs
• Supporting and activating temporarily laid-off personnel
• Increased communication in response to the COVID-19
situation
• Updating the equality plan to increase equality and
multiculturalism

• Special focus on maintaining hygiene and safe distances in contact work
• Continuous communication on updated COVID-19 guidelines and the development of
the employment situation
• Engaging employees in discussions on responsibility and occupational safety
• Expanding occupational health services to include mental well-being services, occupational
psychologist workshops
• A whistleblowing channel for reporting misconduct

The authorities (Finnish
Customs, the Finnish
Border Guard, the Police,
the Finnish Transport and
Communications Agency)
The environmental
authorities
Health authorities

• The ability of the authorities (e.g. Customs, Police, Border Guard) to
carry out their duties during exceptional circumstances at airports
• Ensuring smooth cooperation at Finavia’s airports
• The permit conditions Finavia is required to fulfil
• Health security, hygiene-related measures

• Establishing and updating a shared assessment of
the situation
• Coordination and management of day-to-day exceptional
activities
• Continuous close dialogue regarding development
measures, even under exceptional circumstances
• Continuous dialogue

•
•
•
•
•

Financiers and owner

• A desire to maintain an understanding of Finavia’s situation and outlook
• A desire to ensure that Finavia makes it through the crisis
• Ensuring smooth cooperation with the authorities to prevent the
spread of COVID-19

• Continuous dialogue

• Keeping the owner up to date on the situation
• Sharing forecasts with the owner and financiers
• Taking an active approach to the timely acquisition of financing and the adequacy of
financing

The state and (local)
municipalities

• The connectivity of Finland and various regions
• Providing cost-effective air traffic services
• Concerns regarding airport closures when scheduled flights are
suspended
• Employment during the COVID-19 pandemic

• Continuous dialogue
• Meetings, working groups

• Assessing the airport network from the perspectives of connectivity, network functionality
and passenger services rather than merely from the perspective of scheduled traffic or
profitability

Residents in the proximity
of airports

• Aircraft noise control
• Open dialogue, hearing and influence

• The WebTrak flight monitoring and noise measurement
service
• Communication; for example, in digital channels
(the internet, social media)
• Environmental feedback channel and responding to
enquiries
• Regular reporting is also available to local residents
• A participatory planning model

• Continuous communication with an emphasis on digital channels

Operating in accordance with the regulations as well as Finavia’s own policies and principles
Increasing cooperation and the reconciliation of duties
Cooperation with the international aviation authorities to keep the pandemic under control
COVID-19 guidelines and communication
Creating COVID-19 safe arrival and departure processes for passengers
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Stakeholder

Issues brought up by the stakeholder

Forms of cooperation

Examples of Finavia’s actions in 2020

Companies operating
at airports, partners,
subcontractors and
suppliers

• Commercial operators’ concerns about coping with the
COVID-19 crisis
• Suppliers’ concerns about coping with the COVID-19 crisis

• Effective and open dialogue
• Careful negotiations using justified arguments and data

• The availability of key services at airports has been ensured
• Negotiations with commercial operators on issues such as payment terms on a
case-by-case basis
• Cost discipline towards suppliers while still maintaining good relations

Media

• The COVID-19 situation and the measures taken at airports to prevent
the spread of COVID-19
• Impact of travel restrictions on airport operations
• Helsinki Airport Development Programme

• Open communication

• Regular media releases and ongoing communication via the Finavia newsroom
• Up-to-date communication on topics such as finances, the operating environment and
statistics as well as health security
• Coordinating media contacts through the Media Desk 24/7 service

Military and state aviation

• Cooperation related to the exercises of the Finnish Defence Forces
during COVID-19

• Regular cooperation meetings
• Membership in the airspace control advisory group of the
Ministry of Transport and Communications

• Enabling military exercises and military flights in spite of the COVID-19 situation
• Three-party cooperation between the Finnish Defence Forces, Fintraffic Air Navigation
Services (formerly ANS Finland) and Finavia

General aviation

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Local dialogue
• Meetings of the cooperation body of Finavia and the
Finnish Aeronautical Association
• Relationships with interest groups and aviation schools

• Keeping airports open to general aviation during the winter season despite the pandemic

Passengers /
Customer experience

• Concern among passengers regarding potential COVID-19 infections at
airports and the measures taken to prevent the spread of COVID-19
• Concerns about changes to travel plans

• Health security during travel
• Increasing the sense of security
• Close cooperation with the authorities and health
professionals to prevent the spread of COVID-19
• Open and continuous customer communication

• Changes to passenger processes, procedures and guidelines to promote health security,
e.g. equipping airports with transparent protective screens, hand sanitiser stations and floor
markings indicating safe distances
• Participating in the deployment of COVID-19 sniffing dogs at Helsinki Airport
• Support and guidance for customers when travel plans change
• Voice of the Customer project: compiling customer feedback to support the development of
the customer experience
• A new chatbot service on the website for use by customers

Airlines

• Uncertainty about the future due to the COVID-19 situation
• Travel permits and passenger entry restrictions imposed in response
to COVID-19
• Flight personnel entry restrictions imposed in response to COVID-19
• Cooperation between airlines and the airport to develop COVID-19
safe air travel
• Communication on actions taken and staying up to date
• Timeframe of the recovery of air traffic

• Close cooperation between Finavia, airlines and the
International Air Transport Association
• Newsletters to airlines regarding Finavia’s actions and the
travel restrictions in Finland

• Open channels of communication for airlines regarding travel restrictions in effect in Finland
and the various measures taken at Finavia’s airports to prevent the spread of COVID-19
• The opening hours of airports have been adjusted in order to ensure passenger mobility
• The decision not to increase airport charges for airlines, granting airlines significant discounts
on parking charges

COVID-19-related travel restrictions
Support and services at airports
Listening and discussion
Pricing of season cards
Maintaining safety at airports at the beginning of the winter season
Smooth mobility at airports
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Airport operations as a whole
There are over 1,500 companies and other organisations at Finavia’s airports in
charge of ensuring smooth and safe air traffic operations. Airport operations and
services are produced cooperatively.

DEPARTURE

Check-in /
Baggage

Transportation to
the airport, taxis,
buses and trains

Assistance
passengers
with reduced
mobility

Development and
management of
safety operations

Security
control

Development
and maintenance
of terminal areas
and infrastructure

Signs and
guidance

Finavia and its subcontractors

The Finnish Border Guard/Customs/Police

Airlines and their subcontractors

Fintraffic ANS (former ANS Finland)

Restaurants,
shops and
other
services

Managing of
customer flows
and situational
awareness

Passport
control

Aircraft parking
and apron
management

Restaurants and shops

Boarding

Parking

Customs

Baggage

Passport
control

In-flight catering,
refuelling, de-icing,
loading baggage

Landing and
take-off
permissions
and air traffic
control

Development of
infrastructure of
the apron, taxiways
and runways

FINAVIA RECONCILIATION AND COORDINATION OF AIRPORT OPERATIONS

Restaurants,
shops and
other
services

Bus, train and taxi companies

Maintaining and
cleaning an arriving
aircraft, unloading
baggage

Assistance
passengers
with reduced
mobility

Exiting
the aircraft

ARRIVAL
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Finland’s connectivity
A wide range of flight connections is vital for the competitiveness of businesses
and they also enable smooth travel opportunities for Finns. The exceptional
circumstances during the year under review reduced the number of destinations by
more than half and the number of flights to less than one-third of the previous volume.

Functional flight connections are crucial for Finland’s vitality and
competitiveness. Air traffic is needed, for example, for imports
and exports of goods, establishing international networks, and
the management of cross-border value chains. Connectivity
is vital for the growth and development of tourism in Finland.
Finland’s flight connections also serve companies that operate
internationally.
Under normal circumstances, Finavia’s airports and the
routes offered by airlines make Finland a central and easily
accessible destination. However, the rapid decline in global air
traffic that began in March had a significant adverse impact on
Finland’s connectivity.
After March, the number of destinations accessible via Finavia’s airports fell to less than half of the previous figure and the
number of flights declined to approximately one-third of the
corresponding period in 2019. Eight of Finavia’s regional airports
were closed for the spring and five remained entirely closed for
the remainder of the year. The new routes that had been agreed
on in the previous year or intended to be opened were not
opened for the most part, both in Finland and around the world.
Internal traffic in Europe did not recover by the end of the year.
Air traffic between Asia and Europe did not recover either, even
though domestic flights in China and air traffic between Asian
countries increased. At the end of the year, there were approximately 54 (190) direct international destinations from Finland.

Longer total travel times
Of Finavia’s approximately 140–150 city pairs, i.e. connections
between our airports and other airports around the world,
only some 30–40 were active for most of the year. The pandemic made travel more difficult for air passengers and led to
longer travel times. Many destinations that could previously
be reached from Finland by a direct flight were now one or two
changeovers away.
Our long-term goal is to invest in the development of travel
chains and provide good connections both domestically and
internationally. The development efforts have been based on
total travel time. Managing connections from regional airports is
also an important part of our work. We had to suspend our plans
related to the development of travel chains when a number of
airports were closed in response to the sharp decline in passenger volumes.
Travel restrictions between countries have had the most significant impact on the reduction in flights. Domestic air travel,
on the other hand, has recovered partially.
In the next few years, the number of destinations is likely to
be lower than before. It may take several years for air traffic to
return to its previous level. The development of travel chains is
influenced by the situation of regional airports and, for example, the potential increase in purchased traffic services.

The rapid decline in
global air traffic had
a significant adverse
impact on Finland’s
connectivity.
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Services and
customer experience
Health security emerged as the most important aspect of the customer
experience due to COVID-19. Our goal was to prevent the spread of COVID-19 at
our airports and ensure that passengers can reach their destinations smoothly
and without unnecessary inconvenience.
The development of the customer experience is based on a
systematic, data-driven approach. Its basic pillars are: feeling
relaxed, feeling secure, feeling refreshed and the feeling of Finnishness. We use surveys to assess customer requests regarding
Finavia and air travel in general and how we should develop the
customer experience. Surveys also help us monitor our customers’ opinions about our performance.
The focus areas of the customer experience changed early
in the year due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Health security in
travel and enhancing customers’ sense of security emerged as
the most important factors in the customer experience.
We ensured health security through close cooperation with
responsible authorities and health care experts. At Helsinki
Airport, we initially made changes to passengers’ departure and
arrival processes on an almost daily basis due to COVID-19 and
increased our actions and guidelines to prevent the spread of

Small details come together in a chain of
strengths to create safe, high-quality services
and a world-class passenger experience.

the virus at all of our airports. The actions and guidelines also
concerned the personnel of the airports to a large extent.
We launched a pilot project to introduce UVC technology in
the disinfection of security control trays at Helsinki Airport as
well as in our airports in Oulu and Rovaniemi. We partnered with
the City of Vantaa and Nose Academy in launching the world’s
first COVID-19 sniffing dog operations at Helsinki Airport. In
addition to the measures taken by Finavia and the authorities,
the passengers’ own responsibility to maintain good hand,
coughing and sneezing hygiene and keep safe distances was
emphasised. More information on our safety-related efforts is
provided starting from page 35.

Effective and flexible customer service at
unusually quiet airports
In 2019, we introduced the Finavia Experience Academy for all
Finavia employees and employees of other companies operating
at the airport who work in customer-facing roles. The aim of the
training was to ensure a consistent customer experience at the
airport. The training activities got off to a good start but had to be
suspended in 2020 due to the COVID-19 situation. Nevertheless,

the lessons learned in the programme proved useful when delivering a consistent customer experience became challenging in a
time of constantly changing immigration processes.
Delivering a good customer experience at the airport required
especially close cooperation with various parties when the conditions of travel changed, often on short notice. Our customer
service personnel worked jointly with the authorities and airlines
to ensure the well-being and safety of passengers. The need for
information and a strong sense of security has been evident in
customer encounters during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The airport’s range of services was reduced due to the low
number of passengers. Nevertheless, we ensured that passengers always had access to food and beverage services.

The significance of communication
increased further
The COVID-19 crisis also influenced our communications. We
and our customers had to adapt to a constantly changing situation and operate in uncertain conditions. We first reacted to
COVID-19 in January by posting information on our website on
how our airports have prepared for the virus.
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CASE

The need for a sense of
security was evident in
customer encounters.

Passenger feedback on Finavia's health and safety measures at Helsinki Airport was
extremely positive. Airports Council International (ACI) recognised Helsinki Airport for its
hygiene measures during the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020.

READ MORE

Our customer service staff helped passengers act in accordance with the latest information and guided them to the appropriate parties. We responded to the increased need for information
by means of frequently repeated public address announcements
in three languages. We also took the initiative to actively communicate about COVID-19 to all of the companies that operate at the
airport, their employees and our own employees.
We launched the Voice of the Customer project aimed at
developing our digital customer service. The project is scheduled
to be completed in 2021 and its outcome will be a multichannel
customer service system. It will bring together customer contacts
from our website, social media channels and face-to-face interaction, and offer improved self-service opportunities. The system
will enable us to provide even better service to passengers.
We introduced a new chatbot service on our website in the
latter part of the year. We also enhanced our media communications, published releases on a regular basis and maintained
up-to-date information on our website.

Customers valued the actions we took
Ensuring customer satisfaction is one of the cornerstones of
our operations. It is also part of Finavia’s shared goals and the
performance bonuses of our personnel are based on customer
satisfaction.
We measure customer satisfaction by means of regular surveys aimed at partners, airlines and passengers. Customer satisfaction in our airport network is measured by a separate questionnaire that was conducted only in January–March in 2020.
Customer satisfaction at Helsinki Airport is measured using the
international Airport Service Quality (ASQ) survey. The ASQ score
in 2020 was 4.23 (on a scale of 1–5). The results of the ASQ survey
indicated that passengers were satisfied with Finavia’s services
and operations even under exceptional circumstances. Passenger satisfaction remained high in spite of the situation created by
COVID-19.
Helsinki Airport’s customer satisfaction has traditionally
ranked very highly in international surveys. In an international airport service survey conducted by Skytrax, passengers selected
Helsinki Airport as the Best Airport in Northern Europe for the
fourth consecutive year. Helsinki Airport placed second globally
in its size category.
Airports Council International (ACI) rewarded Helsinki Airport
with the Airport Service Quality Award as the best European airport in its size category (15–25 million passengers) in 2020. Helsinki
Airport also received recognition for its hygiene measures during
the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020.
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Safety
Safety is an essential condition for Finavia’s operations and it is
reflected in everything we do. In 2020, we prevented the spread
of COVID-19 at our airports and maintained the safety of flight
operations during the crisis.

Finavia’s operations are based on the right to act as an
airport operator as licensed by the authorities, which
requires regulatory compliance and a strong safety culture. Accordingly, safety is the first priority in everything
we do.
We are responsible for ensuring that all activities carried out in airport areas are safe and conform to regulations. As the airport operator, we provide guidelines to
other parties that operate at our airports and monitor
adherence to these guidelines. Other parties operating
at our airports provide their employees with instructions
and training as required.
We control and develop safety-related practices at
our airports and continuously analyse our operations. We
participate actively in discussions regarding our industry
and we aim to have an impact on regulations in matters
that build and improve safety. High-quality, safetyrelated efforts enable a smooth airport experience.

High-quality, safety-related efforts
enable a smooth airport experience.

Safety guides all activities and every process at our
airports. Flight safety, protection of civil aviation, cybersecurity, information security, occupational safety and
environmental safety are at the core of safety activities.
The various safety areas are guided by national and
EU regulations to which we adhere to the letter. Regulatory compliance is supervised by the Finnish Transport and Communications Agency Traficom, which is
the licensing, registration and supervisory authority for
transport and communications.
In 2020, close cooperation with the authorities was
emphasised in our safety-related activities due to the
COVID-19 crisis.

Safety is achieved through cooperation
and continuous development
We engage in safety activities in cooperation with airlines, subcontractors and various authorities, such as
the Finnish Police, the Finnish Customs and the Finnish
Border Guard. Finavia’s cooperation with the authorities – especially public health authorities – was particularly important in 2020 due to the COVID-19 crisis. The
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CASE

 ooperation was effective thanks to active dialogue, the trustc
based exchange of information and good mutual understanding.
The key principle of safety management at Finavia is the continuous improvement of operations. This is pursued through
planning, implementation, measurement and development.
We encourage employees to actively make suggestions on how
to improve safety. A positive and encouraging attitude towards
development ideas and the reporting of deviations form an
important aspect of our safety culture.

Ensuring the safety of flight operations
during the COVID-19 crisis

In September, we launched a pilot project at Helsinki Airport to test the disinfection
of security control trays using ultraviolet light technology that kills bacteria and viruses.
The new technology makes it possible to quickly disinfect security control trays
after each use.
READ MORE

The COVID-19 pandemic and travel restrictions led to a significant
decline in air traffic and passenger volumes. In March, we initiated the most extensive cost-cutting programme in our history.
Nevertheless, we successfully maintained our uncompromising
approach to compliance and safety culture.
Employees’ safety competencies, permits and qualifications
were maintained in spite of our airports being quieter than usual
and despite temporary layoffs. These were carried out to ensure
that the safety of airport operations was preserved while travel
restrictions were imposed and air traffic volumes changed. We
also invested in information security and cyber security during the
pandemic.
Even before the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, we adopted
new regulatory requirements concerning additional background
checks for suppliers and security officers. During the COVID-19
crisis, we engaged in international cooperation on industry regulation and development through remote meetings.
In 2020, we spent EUR 29.7 (50.0) million on the maintenance
of safety, most of which was directed to measures aimed at
ensuring safety in civil aviation. These measures included security
control procedures, guard operations, access control as well as
related technological development and maintenance.

COVID-19 and health security at airports
During the COVID-19 pandemic, Finavia engaged in close cooperation with the authorities, health care experts and the companies
that operate at airports to maintain health security at our airports.
Preventing the spread of the pandemic and communicating
related guidelines, regulations and measures are the responsibility of the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health and its branch of
administration. At our airports, COVID-19 related measures were
the responsibility of the local municipal health authorities and
the regional state administrative agencies. At Helsinki Airport, for
example, the City of Vantaa health department was responsible
for COVID-19 measures. The Finnish Institute for Health and Welfare was responsible for producing passenger guidelines and advisory services at airports.

Safety guides
all activities and
processes at
Finavia’s airports.
Finavia took several active measures to prevent the spread of
COVID-19. Right from the start of the pandemic, Finavia enhanced
the cleaning, hygiene and communication procedures at our airports. At Helsinki Airport, we changed terminal and airport processes in response to changing travel restrictions and helped slow
down the spread of the virus. We protected our personnel, other
airport employees and passengers from infection to the greatest
possible extent.
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We made changes to the premises and routes used by passengers as well as the waiting areas for people who drop off and
pick up passengers. We introduced hand sanitiser stations at our
terminals and distributed materials produced by the Finnish Institute for Health and Welfare. To help passengers, we put together
a checklist for passengers on safe practices. We placed stickers
on floors to remind people to keep safe distances. We communicated safety instructions over the public address system in three
languages every seven minutes.
We provided face masks, visors and hand sanitiser to our personnel right from the early stages of the pandemic. Transparent
protective screens were installed at customer service points.
Those of Finavia’s employees who can carry out their duties
remotely switched to remote work.
In May, we made face masks mandatory for all employees who
work in the customer interface and issued a strong recommendation for passengers to wear face masks. We also ensured that
masks are sold at the airport. In the autumn, we introduced a mandatory face mask policy for those of our employees who wished
to continue to work in our office. In August, we piloted ultraviolet
(UVC) disinfection technology at Helsinki Airport to enhance the
cleaning of security control trays. In October, we expanded the
pilot project to our airports in Rovaniemi and Oulu.

Strategy and value creation
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Main principle of Finavia’s safety management system
Compliance with official standards
The safety management system must comply with a significant number of international and national regulations. The Finnish Transport and
Communications Agency (Traficom) supervises compliance with these regulations. In 2020, Traficom conducted a total of six audits at the network
airports. Of these, four (10) were conducted on-site and two remotely due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Commitment of the management

Proactive approach to safety

Finavia’s management is committed to the principles of the safety
management system and using the information it produces in
decision-making processes. Safety targets have been set for different
functions, and their fulfilment is monitored regularly.

The impact of safety-critical changes, new systems and methods
on safety are assessed beforehand. The aim is to identify and control
risks associated with changes and minimise them through various
actions and back-up procedures.

Encouraging non-conformity reports

Sufficient self-monitoring

Any non-conformities reported by the personnel are classified and
analysed. An independent internal investigation is initiated for more
significant nonconformities without apportioning blame.

In addition to self-monitoring within operational units, independent
internal audits are conducted so that the impact of activities on safety
are taken into account when deciding on the content, extent and focal
points of audits. Any non-conformities identified are processed and
investigated, and the corrective measures required are implemented.

Competent staff

Dissemination of useful information

The personnel have the appropriate qualifications based on
training, professional competence and experience. A training record
is maintained of the personnel where the details of special training,
experience and level inspections required for the position are
recorded.

The information derived from investigations, audits, analyses
of non-conformity reports, effective corrective actions, and
international cooperation is extensively used for training personnel,
for developing instructions, and for internal communication.

Safety management system
Our safety organisation consists of Group-, business- and
function-specific units. This organisational structure ensures the
effective flow of information and keeps the management adequately informed of issues that affect safety.
Finavia’s safety management system is based on the seven
main principles shown here.
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Personnel
Motivating our employees
and ensuring their mental
well-being was the first
priority in our HR efforts.

We want to be a good, inspiring and motivating employer; a company
where employees have the opportunity to develop their work as well as
develop as professionals. Our personnel-related responsibility efforts
during the COVID-19 pandemic were focused on supporting the wellbeing and coping process of our personnel as well as health security.
The objectives of our HR efforts for 2020 were leadership development – particularly with regard to managerial skills – as well as developing employee competence,
building a competitive and attractive employer image
and ensuring the motivation and commitment of our
personnel. The focus areas of our HR efforts changed
because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Due to the business impacts of the pandemic, 40
per cent of our personnel on average were temporarily
laid off in April–June. Eight of our network airports were
closed entirely due to the shutdown of air traffic. Five of
these airports remained closed until late in the year. We
had to continue the temporary layoffs throughout the
year. Cooperation negotiations initiated in November
led to temporary layoffs as well as 110 redundancies and
structural changes in our organisation.
Finavia Corporation had 1,277 employees at the beginning of 2020. Finavia Group as a whole employed 2,775
people. At the end of the year, the corresponding figures
were 1,068 for Finavia Corporation and 2,232 for the Group.
Expressed as person-years, the number of employees in 2020 was 801 for Finavia Corporation and 1,366 for
Two-thirds of our active employees
worked on-site in spite of COVID-19.

the Group as a whole. A person-year describes the work
input of an employee as a full-time equivalent. Unpaid
absences and temporary layoffs reduce the number of
person-years.
The sick leave rate in 2020 was 2.4 per cent (3.2).
However, this figure is not comparable with the previous
year due to temporary layoffs and the extensive use of
remote work.

Personnel by type of contract and turnover
In 2020, Finavia Corporation had 924 (951) permanent and 187 (249) fixed-term employees. A total of
952 (1,045) employees worked full-time and 158 (155)
worked part-time. Finavia Group had 2,046 (2,108) permanent employees.
A total of 1,004 (1,083) Finavia employees, or 90.4 per
cent (90.6) of the personnel, were subject to a collective
bargaining agreement.
In 2020, contracted personnel at Finavia Corporation
totalled 766 (1,207) person-years. General security and
cleaning security check services comprised the largest part
of external employment services. Finavia also used external employees in cleaning, maintenance and IT services.
The total personnel turnover at Finavia Corporation stood at 17.0 per cent ( 20.3) in 2020. Incoming
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employee turnover was 3.9 per cent (9.8), while departure turnover was 12.9 per cent (10.1). Departure turnover includes terminations of employment and resignations as well as retirement on
old-age pension and disability pension. The indicator of personnel
turnover is calculated by adding the numbers of incoming and
departing employees and comparing the sum with the average
number of permanent employees during the year.

The COVID-19 crisis influenced our objectives
One of the objectives of our HR efforts was excellence in management and, in particular, the development of managerial skills.
The Noste programme for potential new talents was completed
in partnership with Aalto EE (Aalto University Executive Education)
in January. The Noste group, supplemented with new key personnel, participated in the internal strategy development effort that
began in February 2020. However, the strategy process was suspended due to the COVID-19 crisis and the focus of managerial
work shifted to crisis management.
In the late autumn, Finavia established a Future Group and
invited potential management talents and key personnel to work
together with senior management to find ways to make it through

the COVID-19 crisis. The Future Group will continue its work in 2021
with a focus on restoring Finavia to a successful company.
Basic and advanced training for supervisors began early in
the year and some of it could be implemented as online training.
Supervisor coaching and the management mentoring programme
for supervisors were temporarily suspended. The training of immediate supervisors could be continued partially. The supervisor
index survey, which is set as Finavia’s performance indicator for
assessing the quality of supervisory work, could not be completed
in all of our units, and the Pulse tool aimed at measuring day-today feedback from the personnel could not be implemented. In
response to the significant increase in remote work, the development of supervisory work in the autumn was focused on the
improvement of remote management skills.
Our second objective for the year was to develop the competence of our personnel in line with our strategy. Under Finavia’s
training policy, employees can use 10 working days for studying
and professional development. Diverse professional training plans
were drafted based on comprehensive competence assessments.
The planned professional training, apprenticeship training for personnel of Finavia’s network airports and other training activities

Strategy and value creation

were started at the beginning of the year, but most of them had to
be suspended and some of the planned activities were replaced
with online training.
Regarding our third objective – employer image development –
we had signed a cooperation agreement in the previous year and
planned various projects with Aalto University, but we had to suspend our efforts on that front.

Safe at work in spite of COVID-19
Finavia is committed to improving occupational safety. We set
occupational safety targets at the business level and the profit
centre level and agree on the regular monitoring of these targets.
The development of occupational safety at Finavia is among the
duties of the Occupational Safety Manager. In addition, all employees who take up supervisory posts receive training on Finavia’s
occupational safety culture, the use of the non-conformity and
observation system and how to conduct risk assessments. All
Health and Safety Representatives also receive training to prepare
them for their duties.
In 2020, we developed our reporting to the Executive Group
and Board of Directors, updated our guidelines based on the find-
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ings of an occupational safety risk assessment and agreed on interventions concerning accident-prone units. We added the recognition of COVID-19 risks at the workplace to our company-specific
and location-specific risk assessments.
Health security emerged as a key priority due to the COVID-19
pandemic. We issued guidelines to our personnel based on the
instructions and recommendations of the authorities. We started
using face masks, gloves and hand sanitisers, ensured good
hygiene and safe distances by reorganising our operating premises,
for example. We prioritised remote work for those duties in which it
is a possibility. We also provided instructions and training to supervisors on how to manage COVID-19-related situations. We covered
the costs of COVID-19 testing for employees in operational positions. We also began using COVID-19 tracing, implemented by our
occupational health provider, to prevent the spread of the virus.
Finavia uses an electronic non-conformity observation system
(ePHI) to monitor occupational safety. We developed the system
to make it easier to use. Employees use the ePHI system to report
their observations of occupational safety-related non-conformities, which include not only occupational accidents but also near
misses and development suggestions related to occupational
safety. Stakeholders that operate at our airports are also obligated
to report non-conformities to Finavia in writing, particularly when
the non-conformities involve Finavia.
We regularly monitor the number and frequency of occupational accidents. Local accident investigations are conducted on
occupational accidents. The results of the investigations are used
in drafting and revising guidelines as well as in decision-making
with the aim of ensuring the nonrecurrence of similar accidents
at Finavia’s workplaces. Accidents are analysed and the lessons
learned are also implemented at other operating locations. Serious accidents are subject to more detailed analysis aimed at
identifying their root causes. The occupational accident insurance
partner’s reporting system is also used in the reporting of occupational accident reports and the analysis of incidents. Occupational accidents are reported to Finavia’s Board of Directors on a
quarterly basis.
In 2020, there were 40 (67) occupational accidents at Finavia,
of which 8 took place on the way to work. From the occupational
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accidents 28 were mild and did not result in an absence and 12
resulted in an absence for at least one day.
The Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIF) based on injuries
resulting in an absence of at least one day was 4.5 (10.9). Occupational accidents were investigated locally. The investigation
results help to prevent similar accidents from recurring at Finavia’s
operating locations. The accidents were analysed and the lessons
learned were also implemented at other operating locations.

Health security
emerged as a core
issue due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The most common reasons for occupational accidents were
again slipping (7) and injuries suffered while moving around the
workplace and working (6). The decrease in occupational accidents compared to 2019 was mainly due to temporary layoffs and
remote work. The number of near misses related to occupational
accidents reported by the employees via the ePHI system in 2020
was 134, which represents a slight decrease from the previous
year (139).

A good place to work equally for everyone
It is important for us that Finavia is a good place to work, regardless of age or gender. We treat everyone equally, pay equal wages,
promote a healthy work-life balance and help older employees
cope with the demands of work.
We pursue and monitor these goals by means of our HR policy,
Code of Conduct and Finavia’s equality and non-discrimination

plan, which was most recently updated in 2019. The objectives
set out in the updated plan include increasing multiculturalism at
Finavia, encouraging men to take family leave and increasing the
number of women in supervisory and executive positions.
The average age of Finavia’s personnel was 45.4 years in 2020
(45.5). Women represented 31.5 per cent of our personnel (30.4).
The gender distribution is partly attributable to the physical
demands of the work and many of the jobs at Finavia being technical in nature, which means that men are traditionally more likely to
pursue the occupations in question. Nevertheless, the number of
women at Finavia has increased for five consecutive years.

The significance of supporting employees
was emphasised
Motivating our employees and looking after their mental well-being emerged as the main focus of our HR efforts. The significance
of HR management was emphasised and we provided various
tools for supervisors to support remote management, for example. Employees working remotely were also provided with training
on self-management.
During the crisis, we increased communication to our personnel
and regularly organised information events for the entire personnel
to transparently discuss Finavia’s situation with personnel.
With two-thirds of our active employees working on-site in
spite of COVID-19, it was crucial for us to look after their safety and
ability to cope with the situation. To support coping, we organised
psychologist-led workshops for our personnel and separately for
supervisors. We expanded our occupational health services to
include mental well-being and offered low-threshold opportunities for remote consultations.
We also supported our employees’ coping with work demands
in partnership with our employment pension company and occupational health provider. We aimed to keep temporarily laid off
employees active by providing training, remote courses and personalised fitness support guidance to fire and rescue personnel.
We also supported our personnel with potential income-re-
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lated difficulties by offering advances on pay and holiday pay and
arranging discussions with social welfare professionals. We also
referred temporarily laid off employees to local seasonal work
with other employers to prevent interruptions to their income.
We carried out a competitive tendering process to choose an
occupational health service provider during the year. We will work
with the chosen partner on the renewal of our occupational health
processes and the principles governing impact measurement.
The scope of Finavia’s occupational health services does not
include external labour, which means that subcontractors and
staffing companies are responsible for the occupational health
services of their personnel.
Finavia terminated the employment of 110 people in December following cooperation negotiations. For some employees,
Finavia was able to offer alternative duties with different terms
of employment. The versatile Uutta kohti (“A new path”) change
security programme tailored to Finavia’s situation helped those
who lost their jobs find work, training or other new opportunities
in working life. The change security programme also included an
extensive training package for those interested in additional training or a new career.
Finavia organised workshops led by an occupational psychologist for all personnel both during and after cooperation negotiations. We also focused on supporting supervisors through training
and by offering an occupational psychologist’s support on how to
handle situations involving the termination of employment.

Entering the new year with streamlined costs
We have suspended the planning and implementation of development projects for the time being due to the challenging circumstances. We will continue to focus on supervisory work in 2021
as well as supporting our employees’ ability to cope with the
COVID-19 crisis and the situation in general.
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Environment
Airports lead the way in
the aviation sector in the
reduction and offsetting
of CO2 emissions. Finavia’s
airport operations are
carbon neutral.

The reduction in flights caused by the COVID-19 pandemic was
reflected in our environmental impacts. We were forced to suspend
certain development projects for financial reasons, but our journey
towards net zero emissions continues.
The COVID-19 pandemic influenced
Finavia’s environmental efforts
Our long-term environmental efforts are based on compliance with Finnish legislation and international regulations,
maintaining flight safety, taking stakeholder expectations
into account and being active in our own operations. Our
goal is to minimise the adverse environmental impacts of
our airports. Our environmental efforts are guided by the
provisions set out in environmental permits, the goals laid
out in accordance with our environmental system and our
desire to take action with real impact.
Our environmental efforts are based on permit regulations and continuous improvement in accordance
with our certified ISO 14001 environmental management
system, also taking financial aspects into account. Our
environmental management system was originally certified in 2018 and it has been subsequently audited in 2019
and 2020.
The planned focus areas of our environmental efforts
in 2020 were watercourse protection projects at our
airports, supporting the reduction of CO2 emissions

We already have three solar panel
systems at Helsinki Airport.

of companies that operate at our airports, developing
flight procedures with regard to noise management and
sharpening our sustainability criteria for procurement.
However, due to the financial adaptation measures
caused by the COVID-19 crisis, we were forced to suspend a number of constructions, development and
research projects related to Finavia’s environmental
efforts. We continued our monitoring, evaluation and
planning activities as required by environmental permits
and relating to the management of waterways and noise
management, for example.
The environmental impacts of our airports decreased
and changed due to the lower traffic volume. When air
traffic recovers in the coming years, we will continue our
environmental efforts as planned. Our operation at all
airports achieved carbon neutrality in 2019. Helsinki Airport was certified as carbon neutral in 2017 and our airports in Lapland in 2018. Our next goal is net zero carbon
emissions, which we will pursue by continuing the implementation of our ambitious climate programme.
Environmental investments
We decided to continue the Helsinki Airport development programme despite the financial difficulties
caused by the COVID-19 crisis. We continued the con-
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Finavia’s CO2
emissions per
passenger:

2018

• Finavia acquires more
wind power for all
airports: Electricity
usage 100 per cent
renewable
• Finavia increases the
use of renewable diesel
at Lapland airports

Responsibility

2020

2019

struction of terminals and the renovation of the apron area as
planned, taking environmental aspects into consideration. The
airport’s third solar panel system was installed on the wall of the
new car park to generate renewable energy for the electricity consumption of the parking facility.
We also decided to carry out the renovation of Jyväskylä Airport while taking the reduction of emissions into consideration.
The maintenance fleet was modernised and is powered by renewable fuel, and the airport lighting system was upgraded to use
energy-efficient LED technology.
Our environmental related investments totalled EUR 1.2 million
in 2020.

0.6

Reporting principles

2020s
• Zero net
emissions

• All airports carbon neutral
• Finavia expands the solar power plant at
the Helsinki Airport, remaining emissions
are compensated at all airports

kg

Finavia’s CO2
emissions per
passenger:

0.9

Global environmental impacts
Our operations cause CO2 emissions, which we have successfully
reduced through our climate programme. The CO2 emissions of
airports mainly arise from the lighting of terminals and other consumption of electricity, heating, and the energy consumption of
machines and vehicles.
Finavia’s climate programme
Following the steps laid out in our climate programme enabled
us to achieve carbon neutrality in our own operations at all of our
airports in 2019. Finavia’s airports achieved their goal of carbon
neutrality one year ahead of schedule.
Helsinki Airport and Lapland airports are certified under the
Airport Carbon Accreditation (ACA) programme of Airports Council International Europe (ACI/E).
We first minimise the CO2 emissions caused by our own operations and then offset the emissions that cannot be avoided. Finavia has invested in energy efficiency to promote carbon neutrality.
We use zero-emission wind power and generate electricity ourselves using solar panels. At all of our airports, we have replaced
diesel fuel with renewable diesel produced from waste. In heating,

Strategy and value creation

kg

• Helsinki Airport carbon neutral
• Finavia opens a solar power
plant and starts using
renewable diesel, remaining
emissions are compensated

• Finavia expands the solar
power plant further at Helsinki
Airport
• Use of renewable diesel at all
airports

2016

2017

• Finavia acquires
wind power for
Helsinki Airport:
Electricity usage
100 per cent
renewable

• Finavia composes its climate
and energy program
• The carbon footprint
calculation begins
2008

Finavia’s CO2
emissions per
passenger:

1.8

• Finavia joins the
ACA program*

2011

kg

2012

* ACA (Airport Carbon Accreditation) is an international programme that aims to reduce airports’ carbon dioxide emissions.
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we use renewable sources of energy, such as pellets, when possible. Half of our airports are heated using Finnish wood-based biofuel.
We offset our remaining emissions by funding ACA-compliant
projects that reduce CO2 emissions in developing countries.
In 2019, we signed the ACI/E commitment to net zero carbon
emissions by 2050. However, Finavia’s goal is more ambitious, as
we aim to achieve net zero emissions during the next few years.
Net zero emissions means that our airports’ own CO2 emissions
will be so small that we can capture them from the atmosphere.
We have already drafted a master plan to achieve this goal.
Finavia also participates in projects aimed at reducing aviation
emissions. For example, we are involved in funding the development and testing of Finland’s first electric aircraft.
Energy consumption and emissions in 2020
Among other things, our airports use energy for the heating, ventilation and other technical building systems of terminals as well as

Carbon dioxide emissions from Finavia’s
own operations, 2013–2020
thousand tonnes
40
30
20
10
0
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the lighting of indoor premises and extensive outdoor areas. Maintenance vehicles and machinery also consume significant amounts
of energy. The energy consumption of airports depends significantly on weather conditions and the need for winter maintenance,
for example. CO2 emissions decreased due to the warm winter and
later due to the decline in flights and passenger volumes.
Despite the adaptation measures we took in 2020, we
achieved some of our goals pertaining to the improvement of
energy efficiency and the reduction of CO2 emissions. Renewable
diesel now represents nearly 100 per cent of the diesel used by
Finavia’s vehicles at our network airports. The corresponding figure at Helsinki Airport is approximately 70 per cent.
All of the electricity we purchase is certified Nordic wind power.
The facade of the new car park at Helsinki Airport was covered by
solar panels, which increased our own solar power capacity by
200 kWp to 650 kWp.
The requirements laid out in the BREEAM environmental certification system for buildings have been taken into account in
the planning and implementation of the Helsinki Airport development programme. They guide, for example, energy efficiency,
activities during the construction stage and the commissioning of
buildings. In September, we received a BREEAM certificate with
a rating of Excellent for the planning phase of the new section of
Terminal 2.
The source of the district heating used at Helsinki Airport is
gradually becoming more low-carbon, which reduces Finavia’s
indirect emissions. The goal for 2020 was to plan emission-reducing changes to the technical heating solutions at various airports,
but the assessment could not be initiated.
The residual emissions in 2020 were compensated through a
Gold Standard certified solar power project in India.

Local environmental impacts
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Power

Heat

Vehicles

The most significant local environmental impacts of our airports
are related to the use of chemicals that are essential to flight
safety as well as aircraft noise. In winter operations chemicals
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Key indicators for energy, water and emissions
Change,
%
Heating consumption
Heating consumption per passenger
Electricity consumption
Electricity consumption per
passenger
Water consumption
Water consumption per passenger
Ground equipment energy
consumption
Ground equipment energy
consumption per passenger
Carbon dioxide emissions per
passenger
Number of passengers

GWh

54

-13

kWh/pax

8.4

255

GWh

71

-14

kWh/pax

11.1

252

m³

87,000

-54

l/pax

13.6

87

GWh

14

-49

kWh/pax

2,2

114

kg/pax

1.3

129

million

6.4

-75

Finavia’s carbon emissions include auxiliary power production.
The calculations of values per passenger do not include Halli and Utti
Airports, since there is no regular passenger traffic.

affect waterways and the soil. Local air quality is affected by nitrogen oxides arising from traffic. Helsinki Region Environmental Services HSY measures air quality around Helsinki Airport.
De-icing and anti-skid operations and PFAS compounds
We aim to minimise the adverse environmental impacts on
waterways and soil arising from aircraft de-icing and anti-icing
substances used in the apron area as well as runway anti-skid
substances. We monitor groundwater quality at 14 airports and
surface water quality at all 21 of our airports.
We protect waterways in various ways from the adverse environmental impacts of the substances used at airports in winter.
Snow is removed from runways primarily by ploughing or sweeping. For runway anti-skid measures, we use substances that are
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tonnes

Biological oxygen depletion and nitrogenous pollution caused by de-icing agents, 2008–2020
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Chemical and biological oxygen demand load
in brooks at Helsinki Airport during winter
2019–2020

We minimise the
impact of the
chemicals we use on
waterways and soil.
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biodegradable and do not contribute to the eutrophication of
waterways.
The propylene glycol used by ground handling companies
for de-icing and anti-icing treatments is not classified as hazardous, but it causes an environmental impact on waterways by
increasing oxygen consumption. Its breakdown products also
cause odours. We are constructing and reconditioning de-icing
and anti-icing stations to facilitate more efficient collection of
the propylene glycol-based agents. We collect glycols at Helsinki
Airport as well as our airports in Jyväskylä, Kuopio, Oulu and
Tampere.
In 2020, we continued to assess glycol collection and processing opportunities as required by our environmental permits.
We intended to improve our glycol collection capacity through
construction investments at our airports in Kittilä, Rovaniemi
and Turku, but these measures had to be suspended due to the
pandemic. The warm winter meant that the amounts of de-icing
chemicals used were exceptionally low.
Per- and polyfluoroalkyl compounds (PFAS) in fire extinguishing foam used in fire drills until 2011 have led to soil contamination at certain airports. The monitoring of waterways with regard
to PFAS compounds continued at Helsinki Airport and Tampere
Airport.
Management of waterways around Helsinki Airport
Vantaanjoki river and the brooks that connect to it are an important spawning ground for brown trout. Runoff water containing
anti-skid, de-icing and anti-icing substances used at Helsinki Airport have previously had an impact on outlets. We have engaged
in systematic efforts to reduce these impacts.
The monitoring of the biofiltration system completed in the
spring 2019 to slow down the flow of runoff waters continued as
planned in 2020.
A restoration project focused on fish spawning in the western
branch of Kylmäoja brook was completed in the autumn 2019. In
the summer 2020, we followed up on the project to determine
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Biological oxygen demand load in treatment and brooks at Helsinki Airport 2007–2020
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A plan concerning noise management during the exceptional
circumstances was submitted to the Uusimaa Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment for evaluation, presented to the environmental supervisory authorities of
the nearby municipalities as well as to other relevant authorities
and published on Finavia’s website (in Finnish).
In 2019, approximately 24,000 people lived in the aircraft noise
area of Helsinki Airport. The shape and population of the noise
area vary every year due to wind conditions and runway renovation operations, for example.
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whether the new spawning gravel bars built for fish in the brook were
in good condition and being used. The restoration effort, which was
carried out with the help of experts, has produced good results:
there were many brown trout spawning in the brook.
The construction of an underground wetland to manage
extreme flow circumstances and improve water quality in Veromiehenkylänpuro brook, which runs south from Helsinki Airport, was
suspended in March. The project will continue as soon as possible.
Aircraft noise control
The noise caused by aircraft has an impact especially on the areas
around our airports. We have drafted noise control plans for most
of our airports in accordance with our environmental permits. The
noise control plans and other aircraft noise assessments are available on our website (in Finnish).
We engage in active communication on noise control. We use
an aircraft route and noise monitoring system at Helsinki Airport.

The data collected by the system can be viewed via the open
WebTrak service.
We mitigate aircraft noise by, for example, controlling the use
of runways and flight routes as well as the development of take-off
and landing methods in cooperation with the other parties involved.
Under normal circumstances, we engage in close cooperation with
airlines and Fintraffic Air Navigation Services (formerly ANS Finland). In 2015, we started an aircraft noise control development
programme concerning Helsinki Airport. The programme was
scheduled to be completed in 2020. Our joint efforts with airlines to
develop noise-reducing flight procedures had to be suspended due
to the pandemic.
In response to the reduction in traffic, the infrastructure maintained at Helsinki Airport was scaled down for the winter season
2020–2021, which affected the use of runways. The number of
flights decreased to about one-fifth of the usual volume, but the differences in the use of runways also led to changes in the direction of
noise impacts.

Waste and wastewater
We aim to minimise the amount of waste generated at our airports
and forward recyclable waste to secondary uses.The recycling rate
of municipal waste was 56 per cent.
In 2020, crushed tarmac that had been removed during resurfacing operations associated with the renovation of runways and
aprons at Jyväskylä Airport and Helsinki Airport was reused for
maintenance road paving and the structures of storage areas, for
example.
Environment-related feedback
We maintain an environment-related feedback system for people
to send feedback and questions regarding the operations of our
airports. We respond to all messages concerning environmental
issues and report the number of feedback messages received
annually and quarterly to the environmental authorities. The
reports are available on Finavia’s website (in Finnish).
Most of the received environmental feedback is related to
aircraft noise. In 2020, we received 206 (485) environmentrelated feedback messages concerning Helsinki Airport. Of this
total, 61 per cent were repeated messages and 96 per cent (95)
concerned noise. The other messages concerned airborne emissions, water and soil issues as well as permit-related matters. The
total number of environment-related contacts received by our
airport network was 232 (498).
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CASE

Our next climate goal
is zero net emissions,
which we can achieve
during the 2020s.
Vantaanjoki river and the brooks that connect to it are an important spawning ground for
brown trout. Our three-year project to restore one runoff water outlet of Helsinki Airport was
completed in 2019. The restoration effort, which was carried out with the help of several
experts, resulted. Brown trout have made active use of the new spawning grounds.
READ MORE
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Environmental information by airport
Landings*

Consumption

Ground equipment emissions
and fuel consumption

Emissions of aircraft****

Chemicals

Commercial aviation

Military aviation

Other aviation

Electricity
MWh

19 (-79%)

1 (100%)

2 (-60%)

610

230

200

0

0

0

0.2

30

10

3

3

0 (0%)

1,927 (47%)

396 (11%)

80

210

130

400

0

0

0.2

40

20

8

0

34,668 (-64%)

450 (-34%)

2,385 (-2%)

51,000

27,100

51,880

36,500

269

21,200

5.3

710

380

464

503

Ivalo

661 (-43%)

15 (-82%)

40 (-40%)

740

1,780

1,840

700

6

400

0.9

140

50

49

35

Joensuu

362 (-76%)

20 (-57%)

73 (-85%)

440

810

590

400

1

100

0.3

40

20

12

5

Jyväskylä

288 (-73%)

11,561 (6%)

920 (-45%)

900

1,170

2,470

1,200

1

100

1.0

160

60

92

5

Kajaani

284 (-75%)

178 (84%)

7 (-91%)

450

830

680

300

1

100

0.3

60

20

22

5

Kemi-Tornio

231 (-76%)

2 (-67%)

194 (-63%)

370

870

300

400

1

100

0.5

100

30

34

4

1,034 (-39%)

6 (-65%)

68 (-17%)

1,590

2,580

2,970

1,100

9

700

1.7

270

110

126

87

Kokkola-Pietarsaari

250 (-77%)

13 (-24%)

131 (-75%)

370

710

760

400

1

100

0.3

40

20

32

2

Kuopio

738 (-65%)

4,949 (-10%)

2,406 (-19%)

1,440

2,020

4,980

3,100

2

200

0.8

140

50

57

10

Kuusamo

488 (-37%)

10 (233%)

10 (-69%)

610

1,200

640

500

2

200

0.7

120

40

61

23

Maarianhamina

925 (-32%)

0 (0%)

543 (-47%)

360

630

680

1,300

1

100

0.1

10

10

5

2

2,026 (-56%)

1,408 (23%)

2,640 (-30%)

3,720

4,400

4,470

4,200

10

1,000

1.4

240

90

152

41

489 (37%)

12 (-92%)

5,602 (-38%)

560

940

1,320

6,100

1

200

0.2

30

10

13

0

Rovaniemi

1,555 (-42%)

4,639 (-2%)

1,878 (-21%)

3,450

3,740

7,370

2,300

9

700

2.2

390

140

178

50

Savonlinna

110 (-76%)

5 (-81%)

0 (-100%)

360

0***

160

100

0

0

0.1

20

10

2

1

508 (-80%)

2,931 (-11%)

12,935 (-21%)

1,310

1,570

1,540

12,500

3

400

0.8

130

50

64

19

1,534 (-65%)

165 (-20%)

7,335 (-14%)

1,670

1,150

2,730

7,200

7

700

0.4

70

30

44

18

0 (-100%)

2,434 (4%)

602 (-10%)

40

110

130

600

0

0

0.2

10

10

9

0

698 (-76%)

23 (-78%)

409 (-83%)

930

1,870

1,010

1,100

2

200

0.5

80

30

90

16

Airport
Enontekiö
Halli
Helsinki

Kittilä

Oulu
Pori

Tampere-Pirkkala
Turku
Utti
Vaasa

Heating
MWh

Water
m3

LTO-cycle
(number)

NOx
(t/a)

Fuel
(t/a)**

NOx
(t)

CO2
(t)

Fuel**
(t)

Anti-icing agents
for runway (t)

De-icing and anti-icing
agents for aircraft (t)

* Change to previous years in parentheses
** Renewable fuel accounts for 26% of total fuel
*** Savonlinna airport uses geothermal heating. The heating energy consumption has been combined with electricity consumption.
**** Civil aviation
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Reporting
principles
Finavia’s corporate responsibility reporting complies
with the core scope of application of the Global
Reporting Initiative standards. Additionally, the
indicators specified in the Airport Operators Sector
Disclosures are used in reporting.
Reporting principles
Materiality table
GRI content index
Statistics 2020

49
51
53
61
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Reporting principles
Finavia’s corporate responsibility reporting complies with the core scope of
application of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI standards). Additionally, the
indicators specified in the G4 Airport Operators Sector Disclosures are used
in reporting. Furthermore, the Finnish Government’s decision-in-principle
regarding the owner policy of the Finnish state and its requirements for corporate
responsibility reporting have been taken into account.

Coverage of reporting

Air traffic data

The information in this responsibility report covers the Finavia
Group. However, some information, such as the whole environmental responsibility section, only applies to Finavia Corporation.
These cases are separately indicated. The report and key indicators cover the period 1 January–31 December 2020. Mitopro Oy,
a specialist in corporate responsibility, has verified that Finavia’s
2020 Annual Report corresponds with the GRI Standards guidelines and confirms that the reporting fulfils the core requirements
of the guidelines.

Flight details are obtained from the air navigation systems of Fintraffic ANS. Airline-specific details of passengers, freight and mail
are collected from forwarding companies operating at the airports. The data is collected in the traffic database. Air traffic statistics are based on traffic database data.

Financial and administrative information
The financial indicators cover the operations of Finavia Group.
The figures are based on the company’s accounts and financial
statements. Financial Accounting Standards (FAS) are observed
in financial reporting. The financial indicators have been audited.
In 2020, Finavia complied, as applicable, with the Corporate Governance Code of Finnish listed companies approved by the Finnish Securities Market Association in 2020.

Environmental information
Runway anti-icing agents
Airports register their anti-icing measures and the volume of
chemicals used in an electronic maintenance journal. With regard
to Helsinki Airport, Airport Maintenance reports the monthly volumes of chemicals used. The consumption of anti-icing agents is
presented in the Annual Report as a 100 per cent concentration.
The oxygen consumption load caused by the anti-icing agents
is calculated by using the biological oxygen demand (BOD7) factor
of each product. An exception to this is urea, where the calculation factor used is its theoretical oxygen demand (ThOD) because
its decomposition process differs from other agents. The factors
used are shown in the table below.

Key indicators for energy, water and emissions
BOD7 mg/g
Acetate solution

300

Granular acetate

670

Formiate solution

90

Granular formiate

170

Liquid betaine (Betafrost)

720

Solid betaine

1,440

Urea (ThOD)

2,100

Of the anti-icing agents, urea and betaine cause nitrogen loading. A factor of 0.466 g/g is used to calculate the nitrogen loading of urea, a factor of 0.12 g/g is used to calculate that of solid
betaine, and a factor of 0.06 g/g is used to calculate that of liquid
betaine (Betafrost).
De-icing and anti-icing agents for aircraft
Ground handling companies submit monthly information to
Finavia on their use of de-icing and anti-icing agents by type of

product (type I and type IV). At airports where glycol collection
is organised, the information is submitted on a daily basis. In the
Environmental Report, the annual usage volumes are presented
as 100 per cent propylene glycol.
Aircraft emissions
Aircraft emissions are calculated using the landing and take-off
(LTO) cycle, an international standard. The emissions are calculated for flight altitudes below 915 m (3,000 ft.), taking into
account different aircraft and engine types. The calculation
includes emissions caused by take-off and landing up to 3,000 ft.
and the associated taxiing. Each emission component has its own
factor, obtained from the Emissions and Dispersion Modeling
System (EDMS) database developed and maintained by the US
aviation authority. Finavia has its own software for calculating the
LTO cycle.
Emissions from Finavia’s ground vehicles
The factors for different emission components are obtained from
the Lipasto system maintained by VTT (VTT Technical Research
Centre of Finland). The multipliers have been completely updated
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Year 2020

in the calculations for 2020. The calculation is based on fuel consumption and takes into account the characteristics of different
vehicles. Carbon dioxide emissions are calculated directly from
fuel volumes.
Finavia’s total emissions (CO2)
The emissions caused by heating are calculated from the total
consumption, using airport-specific factors obtained from different sources. Heating energy is produced in different ways at
different airports (pellets, district heating, etc.). Total emissions
include all Finavia’s emissions from heating and ground vehicles
and back-up generators.
Finavia’s total CO2 emissions have been calculated in accordance with the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol. The calculation
also takes into account emissions for the year arising from procurement and indirect emissions (GHG Protocol scope 2).
Consumption of electricity, heating energy and water
The airports read the electricity, heating energy and water meters
each month and enter the readings in Granlund Manager. Finavia’s
Facility Services and Energy Unit checks the correctness of this
information. The Environmental Unit obtains information about
the consumption of electricity, heating energy and water from
Granlund for environmental reporting.
The consumption figures per passenger are calculated by
dividing the total consumption by the annual number of passengers. Consumption figures for Halli and Utti Airports are deducted
before this calculation because they do not have any actual passenger traffic.
Waste
The recycling rate is calculated based on the volume of municipal
waste, which includes all ordinary and hazardous waste with the
exception of mineral soil, sludge, asphalt, concrete and glycolcontaining water.

Strategy and value creation

Fuels
At most of Finavia’s airports, the monitoring of the refuelling volumes of vehicles and fleet is done via the Dealex system, and
the Environmental Unit retrieves the information from the system. Vehicles are filled with petrol at public service stations and
the information is entered in Finavia’s Environmental Information System. Airports that do not use the Dealex system enter
all fuel-related information in the Environmental Information
System. Information on the use of renewable Neste MY diesel is
obtained from Neste’s systems.

leaving employees and the incoming turnover is the percentage of
recruited employees of total personnel.
Accidents and sick leave are calculated as calendar days, so
that a day of absence is recorded when an accident or illness
causes an absence for the whole day.
All personnel are included in the scope of performance
appraisals. Performance appraisals are activated and saved annually in the HR system. The number of appraisals held is based on
the number of appraisals activated during the year.

Feedback on environmental issues
Feedback on environmental issues (including feedback received
through the WebTrak system) is registered in a browser-based
feedback system, in which it is also archived. The number of feedback messages and their nature are obtained from the environmental feedback system for environmental reporting.

Customer satisfaction at Helsinki Airport is monitored through
an international Airport Service Quality Survey measuring passenger satisfaction at airports. The information is collected
through questionnaires in the gate areas. In 2020, the survey was
conducted in the first, third and fourth quarters of the year, and
approximately 3,150 responses were received. Information for
the network’s passenger satisfaction survey is collected through
questionnaires in the departure gate areas of 15 different airports.
In 2020, the survey was conducted only in the first quarter of the
year. The number of responses ranged from 50 to 150 depending on the size of the airport. The results of the whole network are
derived from the results of individual airports. The results of the
passenger satisfaction surveys are reported on a scale of 1-5.
Feedback on Finavia’s corporate responsibility reporting can
be sent to comms@finavia.fi.

Personnel details
Personnel details for key indicators are obtained from different
HR systems. The key indicators cover either the Finavia Group or
Finavia Corporation; this is shown for each indicator. The calculation of key indicators is also guided by the general instructions of
the Accounting Board regarding the calculation of the personnel
indicators shown in the Annual Report.
Person-years refer to regular annual working hours excluding
overtime and other hours outside regular working hours. Periods
without pay reduce the employee’s person-year contribution.
Years of service are calculated from the date on which uninterrupted employment began. The age and gender distribution
shows the number of individuals in permanent employment relationships, divided according to age and gender in accordance with
the average number of personnel in 2020.
Personnel turnover describes the turnover of permanent
employees so that the departure turnover is the percentage of

Responsibility

Reporting principles

Passenger satisfaction
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Strategy and value creation

Responsibility

Reporting principles

Materiality table
Essential operational priorities

Content

Management practices

Disclosures that are material to Finavia’s operations

Connectivity

We promote the mobility of people, goods and services by ensuring the operating prerequisites for air
traffic. By doing this, we provide a solid basis for extensive flight connections to and from Finland.

• Operational objectives
• Financial targets
• Finavia’s management system

GRI 202 Market presence
GRI 203 Indirect economic impacts

The significance of connectivity was highlighted by the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 as airports had to be
closed due to travel restrictions and the resulting decline in passenger volumes.
Safety and security

Safety and security are at the core of all of our operations. In cooperation with our partners operating at
our airports, we ensure the safety of air traffic and air travel and the security of the information systems
supporting them. The Finnish Transport Safety Agency Traficom is the authority supervising flight safety
in Finland. The significance of ensuring health security has increased due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Managing corporate responsibility
Risk management policy
Corporate security
Safety management system
Risk assessments
A management approach to ensure health
security

GRI 416 Customer health and safety
GRI 403 Occupational health and safety

Customer experience

An excellent customer experience and service attitude make flying smooth and easy. Our services make
travel easier, offer memorable experiences, and are safe and efficient. Ensuring and communicating
health security was particularly highlighted in the management of the customer experience in 2020.

•
•
•
•

Finavia’s strategy
Customer satisfaction survey
Customer communication
Finavia’s development programme

GRI 416 Customer health and safety
GRI 203 Indirect economic impacts

Responsible growth

Responsible operations and the sustainable development of airports are at the core of Finavia’s
business. This means that we bear our responsibility for the impact of our operations on people, the
environment and society at large – carefully, conscientiously and by taking care of every detail. Our aim is
to ensure that as we develop our operations, there is no increase in their environmental impacts.

• Managing corporate responsibility
• Finavia’s strategy
• Environmental manual and environmental
policy
• Finavia’s development programme

GRI 201 Financial results
GRI 203 Indirect economic impacts

Ensuring a high level of job satisfaction

We want to ensure a high level of job satisfaction in our work community and that Finavia is an attractive
employer. A high level of job satisfaction ensures an excellent customer experience, safe travel and good
cooperation with our customers and partners. None of this is possible without committed and skilled
staff provided with opportunities for continuous occupational development.

•
•
•
•
•
•

GRI 401 Employment
GRI 402 Labour/management relations
GRI 403 Occupational health and safety
GRI 404 Training and education
GRI 405 Diversity and equal opportunity
GRI 406 Non-discrimination

Safeguarding jobs is a key priority for us. The temporary layoffs and job cuts caused by the pandemic
in 2020 have put our employees’ coping abilities to the test and, accordingly, our responsibility-related
efforts have been particularly focused on supporting our employees’ coping with the situation.

Managing corporate responsibility
HR strategy and action plan
Ethical principles
Equality plan
Age programme
Personnel satisfaction survey
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Strategy and value creation

Responsibility

Reporting principles

Essential operational priorities

Content

Management practices

Disclosures that are material to Finavia’s operations

Transparent cooperation in the value chain

Our key stakeholder groups are airlines, passengers, Finavia’s personnel, the thousands of companies
operating at our airports, the authorities, decision-makers, local residents and, particularly in 2020, the
health authorities. We develop our operations and the sector by engaging in an open dialogue with our
stakeholders.

•
•
•
•
•

GRI 201 Economic performance
GRI 203 Indirect economic impacts
GRI 204 Procurement practices
GRI 207 Tax

Capacity for renewal

In order to successfully compete with other international airports, Finavia and its airports must
constantly renew themselves. We update our operating practices and apply technologies so that we can
respond to the growing expectations of our stakeholders concerning smooth travel and services. We do
this in cooperation with our partners.

• Finavia’s strategy

GRI 203 Indirect economic impacts

Global environmental impacts

We reduce the climate impacts arising from our own operations by ensuring the energy efficiency of our
airports through the use of renewable energy and by other means. We also work to enhance the energy
efficiency of air traffic in cooperation with other parties in the aviation sector through measures such as
the development of landing methods. We also play an active role in international development work in
the sector.

• Managing corporate responsibility
• Environmental manual and
environmental policy
• Environmental management system
ISO 14001

GRI 305 Emissions

Local environmental impacts

We develop solutions for reducing the environmental impacts of the anti-icing and de-icing agents
used at airports as well as aircraft noise management. We cooperate with local residents, businesses
located in areas adjacent to airports, municipalities, environmental authorities and other parties in the
aviation sector. Airport operations are subject to strict environmental permits and compliance with
them is supervised by regional ELY Centres (Centres for Economic Development, Transport and the
Environment).

• Managing corporate responsibility
• Environmental manual and
environmental policy
• Environmental management system
ISO 14001
• Procurement principles

GRI 301 Materials
GRI 302 Energy
GRI 303 Water
GRI 304 Biodiversity
GRI 305 Emissions
GRI 306 Effluents and waste
GRI 307 Environmental compliance
Noise

Complying with standards

We comply with laws and good corporate governance in all of our operations. We communicate about
our operations, management systems and remuneration practices in an open manner. Finavia observes
the Corporate Governance Code of Finnish listed companies to the extent that it is appropriate, given the
state ownership and the nature of our operations.

•
•
•
•

GRI 205 Anti-corruption
GRI 206 Anti-competitive behaviour
GRI 307 Environmental compliance
GRI 419 Socioeconomic compliance

Managing corporate responsibility
Communications policy
Stakeholder interaction
Procurement principles
Crisis management/communication

Managing corporate responsibility
Operating manual
Ethical principles
Procurement principles

During the global pandemic, we have been an active member of the international aviation community
and supported the Finnish authorities in keeping COVID-19 under control.
Influencing regulation

We work to anticipate the impacts of national and international legislation and regulation on Finavia’s
business operations. We engage in active dialogue within the sector and with the authorities. Airport
operations are governed by international aviation regulations and EU-level legislation and regulations.

• We are represented in national and
international working groups and issue
expert opinions on request

GRI 415 Public policy
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Strategy and value creation

Responsibility

Reporting principles

GRI content index
GRI standard

Number

Report content

Location in the report

Notes

Finavia Corporation

Organisation
GRI 101: Foundation
General disclosures
GRI 102: General Disclosures

Organisational profile
102-1

Name of the organisation

Front cover

102-2

Activities, brands, products and services

Value creation, Business areas, Board of Directors’ report / Business development

102-3

Location of headquarters

Vantaa, Finland

102-4

Location of operations

Finavia only operates in Finland.

102-5

Ownership and legal form

Board of Directors’ report / Shares and share capital, Corporate Governance and
Remuneration Statement

102-6

Markets served

Statistics 2020, Board of Directors’ report / Operating environment, Traffic
development

102-7

Scale of the organisation

Key figures, Board of Directors’ report / The Group’s key figures table

102-8

Information on employees and other workers

Personnel

102-9

Supply chain

Value creation, Responsible procurement, Airport operations as a whole

102-10

Significant changes to the organisation and its supply chain

Board of Directors’ report / Business development
Finavia observes the precautionary principle in all its operations.
In all its operations, Finavia takes measures to avoid or reduce
environmental risks and adverse impacts.

102-11

Precautionary Principle or approach

102-12

External initiatives

Effective and open cooperation

102-13

Memberships of associations

Participation in industry organisations

Statement from senior decision-maker

Review by the CEO

Key impacts, risks and opportunities

Megatrends and strategy, Value creation, Key factors in Finavia’s responsibility,
This is how we create value for the society, Board of Directors’ report /
Operating environment

Strategy
102-14
102-15

Ethics and integrity
102-16

Values, principles, standards and norms of behaviour

Megatrends and strategy, Value creation, This is how we create value for the society,
Responsibility at Finavia
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GRI standard

Number

Report content

Strategy and value creation

Location in the report

Responsibility

Reporting principles

Notes

Governance
Account of the governance and steering system /
Administrative and operative bodies, Management of responsibility
Management of responsibility, Corporate Governance and Remuneration
Statement / Administrative and operative bodies

102-18

Governance structure

102-19

Delegating authority

102-20

Executive-level responsibility for economic, environmental and social topics

102-22

Composition of the highest governance body and its committees

102-23

Chair of the highest governance body

102-25

Conflicts of interest

102-26

Role of the highest governance body in setting the purpose, values and strategy

102-29

Identifying and managing economic, environmental and social impacts

102-30

Effectiveness of risk management processes

102-31

Review of economic, environmental and social topics

102-32

Highest governance body’s role in sustainability reporting

102-35

Remuneration policies

Remuneration report

102-36

Process for determining remuneration

Remuneration report

Management of responsibility
Board of Directors (Finavia.fi)
Corporate Governance and Remuneration Statement / Board of Directors
Board of Directors (Finavia.fi)
Corporate Governance and Remuneration Statement / Board of Directors
Corporate Governance and Remuneration Statement / Related party transactions
Board of Directors (Finavia.fi)
Corporate Governance and Remuneration Statement / Board of Directors
Management of responsibility, Corporate Governance and Remuneration
Statement / Internal control, risk management and internal audit
Corporate Governance Statement/Internal control, risk management
and internal audit
Management of responsibility, Corporate Governance and Remuneration
Statement / Internal control, risk management and internal audit
Board of Directors approve the report.

Stakeholder engagement
102-40

List of stakeholder groups

Stakeholder table

102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

Business areas, Personnel

102-42

Identifying and selecting stakeholders

Effective and open cooperation

102-43

Approach to stakeholder engagement

Effective and open cooperation

102-44

Key topics and concerns raised

Effective and open cooperation, Services and customer experience,
Board of Directors’ report / Business development

Reporting principles

102-45

Entities included in the consolidated financial statements

102-46

Defining report content and topic boundaries

All Group companies are included in the consolidated financial
statements. The associated company Taxi Point Oy was
disregarded due to its negligible impact on group equity. The
information in the responsibility section of the Annual Report
covers the entire Group. However, some information only applies
to Finavia Corporation. These cases are separately indicated.
Finavia has determined the content of the corporate
responsibility report in compliance with GRI 101, Reporting
principles.
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GRI standard

Strategy and value creation

Responsibility

Number

Report content

Location in the report

102-47

List of material topics

Reporting principles, Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table

102-48

Restatements of information

102-49

Changes in reporting

102-50

Reporting period

102-51

Date of most recent report

March 30, 2020

102-52

Reporting cycle

Annually

Reporting principles

Notes
There are no material restatements of information provided in
previous reports.
There are no material restatements of information provided in
previous reports.

Reporting principles

Finavia Corporation, Communications, Lentäjäntie 3,
01531 Vantaa, Finland
comms(at)finavia.fi
This report complies with the Core application level of
GRI standards (2018).

102-53

Contact point for questions regarding the report

102-54

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards

102-55

GRI content index

GRI content index

102-56

External assurance

Reporting principles

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Responsibility at Finavia, Reporting principles, Materiality table

103-2

The management approach and its components

Management of responsibility, Materiality table and Responsible financial decisions
in a year of crisis

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility

201-1

Direct economic value generated and distributed

This is how we create value for society

Mitopro Oy

Material topics
GRI 200: Economy standard series
Economic performance
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 201: Economic performance

In 2020, Finavia’s subsidiary Airpro Oy received a total of
EUR 500,000 in public subsidies. EU funding of EUR 2,891,866
(EUR 660,000 in 2019) was received for the planning and design
of the Helsinki Airport Travel Centre.

201-4

Financial assistance received from government

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Management of responsibility, Materiality table, Responsible financial decisions
in a year of crisis

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility

AO1

Total number of passengers annually, broken down by passengers on
international and domestic flights

Statistics 2020

AO2

Total annual number of aircraft movements

Business areas, Statistics 2020

AO3

Total amount of cargo tonnage

Statistics 2020

Market presence
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 202: Market presence
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GRI standard

Strategy and value creation

Responsibility

Reporting principles

Number

Report content

Location in the report

Notes

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Management of responsibility, Effective and open cooperation

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility, Responsible financial decisions in a year of crisis

Infrastructure investments and services supported

Value creation, Business areas

203-2

Significant indirect economic impact

Responsible financial decisions in a year of crisis, Materiality table

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Management of responsibility, Corporate Governance and Remuneration
Statement/Internal control, risk management and internal audit, Responsible
financial decisions in a year of crisis

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility, Responsible financial decisions in a year of crisis

204-1

Proportion of spending on local suppliers

Responsible procurement

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Management of responsibility, Materiality table, Responsible procurement,
Corporate Governance and Remuneration Statement/Internal
control, risk management and internal audit

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility

205-2

Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and procedures

Reviewing the Code of Conduct is part of Finavia employees’
induction in all business units.

205-3

Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

No cases during 2020.

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Management of responsibility, Materiality table, Corporate Governance and
Remuneration Statement/Internal control, risk management and internal audit

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility

Indirect economic impacts
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 203: Indirect economic impacts 203-1
Procurement practices
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 204: Procurement practices

The percentage has not been reported.

Anti-corruption
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 205: Anti-corruption
Anti-competitive behaviour
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 206: Anti-competitive behaviour 206-1

Legal actions for anti-competitive behaviour, anti-trust and monopoly practices

No cases during 2020.

Tax
GRI 207: Tax 2019

207-1

Approach to tax

Taxes and tax-like levies

207-2

Tax governance, control and risk management

Taxes and tax-like levies

207-3

Stakeholder engagement and management of concerns related to tax

Taxes and tax-like levies

Finavia complies with the state ownership steering
guidelines on reporting on tax.

207-4

Country-by-country reporting

Taxes and tax-like levies

Finavia pays all its taxes in Finland.
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GRI standard

Strategy and value creation

Number

Report content

Location in the report

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Environment

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility

301-1

Materials used by weight or volume

Local environmental impacts

Responsibility

Reporting principles

Notes

GRI 300 Environmental topics
Materials
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 301: Materials

In the winter season 2019–2020, the calculated glycol recovery
rate at Helsinki Airport was over 100 (78) per cent. In 2020,
the recovery rate was 77 (72) per cent in Tampere, 72 (60) per
cent in Oulu, 23 (32) per cent in Kuopio and 24 (9) per cent in
Jyväskylä (season 2019–2020). The recovery rates fluctuate
yearly with the changing weather conditions. Some of the glycol
sticks to the surface of the aircraft and cannot be recovered.

301-2

Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Environment, Finavia’s climate programme

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility

302-1

Energy consumption within the organisation

Global environmental impacts

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Management of responsibility, Materiality table

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility

303-1

Interactions with water as a shared resource

Environment

303-2

Management of water discharge-related impacts

Environment

303-3

Water withdrawal

Environment

303-4

Water discharge

Environment

AO4

Quality of storm water

Local environmental impacts

AO6

Aircraft and pavement de-icing/anti-icing fluid used and treated

Local environmental impacts, Airport environmental information

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Environment, Materiality table

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility

Energy
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 302: Energy
Water and effluents
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 303: Water and effluents 2018

No data available from 2020. Finavia continues to develop water
discharge-related reporting for 2021.

Biodiversity
GRI 103: Management approach
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GRI standard
GRI 304: Biodiversity

Number

Report content

Strategy and value creation

Location in the report

Responsibility

Reporting principles

Notes
Turku, Kajaani and Joensuu Airports are located adjacent to
protected areas and Natura sites. Helsinki, Vaasa, Oulu and
Mariehamn Airports are located about 200–500 metres from
protected areas or Natura sites.

304-1

Operational sites owned, leased and managed in or adjacent to protected areas
and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Environment, Materiality table, Finavia’s climate programme

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility

305-1

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

Global environmental impacts

Emissions
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 305: Emissions

305-2

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

Global environmental impacts, Airport environmental information

305-3

Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions

Global environmental impacts, Airport environmental information

305-4

GHG emissions intensity

Global environmental impacts, Airport environmental information

305-5

Reduction of GHG emissions

Global environmental impacts, Airport environmental information

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Environment

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility

GRI 307: Compliance with
environmental requirements

307-1

Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations

Noise

AO7

Number of residents living in the aircraft noise area

Local environmental impacts

103-1

Boundaries of material topics

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Management of responsibility, Personnel

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility

401-1

New employee hires and employee turnover

Personnel

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Management of responsibility, Materiality table, Personnel

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility

Finavia’s airports total (Scope 1+2): Greenhouse gas emissions
(location-based calculation method): 19,300 tCO2 (electricity
158 kg CO2/MWh). Greenhouse gas emissions (procurementbased calculation method) 8,360 tCO2.

Compliance with environmental requirements
GRI 103: Management approach

No cases during 2020.

GRI 400 Social Disclosures
Employment
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 401: Employment
Labour/Management Relations
GRI 103: Management approach
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Year 2020

GRI standard
GRI 402: Labour/Management
Relations

Number

Report content

Strategy and value creation

Responsibility

Reporting principles

Location in the report

Notes
In co-determination negotiations, Finavia observes the
time limits laid down in the law and in collective bargaining
agreements.

402-1

Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes

The significance of supporting employees was emphasised

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Management of responsibility, Personnel

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility, Personnel

403-1

Occupational health and safety management system

Materiality table, Safe at work in spite of COVID-19

403-2

Hazard identification, risk assessment and incident investigation

Safe at work in spite of COVID-19

403-3

Occupational health services

Stakeholder table, The significance of supporting employees was emphasised

403-4

Worker participation, consultation and communication on occupational health
and safety

Stakeholder table, The significance of supporting employees was emphasised

403-5

Worker training on occupational health and safety

Stakeholder table, The significance of supporting employees was emphasised

403-6

Promotion of worker health

Stakeholder table, The significance of supporting employees was emphasised,
Safety

403-7

Prevention and mitigation of occupational health and safety impacts directly
linked by business relationships

Safety

403-9

Work-related injuries

Safe at work in spite of COVID-19

103-1

Boundaries of material topics

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Management of responsibility, Personnel

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility, Personnel

404-2

Programmes for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance programmes Personnel, Safety, The significance of supporting employees was emphasised

404-3

Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career
development reviews

103-1

Boundaries of material topics

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Management of responsibility, A good place to work equally for everyone

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility, A good place to work equally for everyone

405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and employees

A good place to work equally for everyone

103-1

Boundaries of material topics

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Management of responsibility

Occupational health and safety
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 403: Occupational Health
and Safety 2018

The information pertains to accidents involving Finavia’s
in-house personnel.

Training and education
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 404: Training and education

All employees are included in the development reviews.

Diversity and equal opportunity
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 405: Diversity and equal
opportunity
Non-discrimination
GRI 103: Management approach
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Year 2020

GRI standard
GRI 406: Non-discrimination

Strategy and value creation

Number

Report content

Location in the report

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility

406-1

Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken

103-1

Boundaries of material topics

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Management of responsibility

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility

Responsibility

Reporting principles

Notes
No cases during 2020.

Public Policy
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 415: Public policy

In accordance with Finavia’s charity and sponsorship policy,
we do not donate money to political parties, politicians or
political institutions.

415-1

Political contributions

103-1

Boundaries of material topics

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Safety

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility

Assessment of the health and safety impacts of product and service categories

Safety, Safe at work in spite of COVID-19

416-2

Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health and safety impacts of
products and services

Safety

103-1

Boundaries of material topics

Responsibility at Finavia, Materiality table, Reporting principles

103-2

The management approach and its components

Management of responsibility

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Management of responsibility

Customer Health and Safety
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 416: Customer health and safety 416-1

No cases during 2020.

Socioeconomic Compliance
GRI 103: Management approach

GRI 419: Socioeconomic compliance 419-1

Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the social and economic area

No cases during 2020.
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Year 2020

Strategy and value creation

Responsibility

Reporting principles

Statistics 2020
Passenger volumes at Finavia’s airports
2016–2020

Passengers and commercial air transport landings

million

Passengers
Airport

25

Helsinki

20
15
10
5
0

2016

2017

Domestic

2018

2019

International

PASSENGER VOLUME WAS

75%

less than in the year 2019.

2020

Total
5,053,134

Cargo volume 2020
Landings

Change-%
-64

tonnes

Total

Change-%

34,653

-64

Oulu

312,892

-58

2,026

-58

Rovaniemi

268,122

-42

1,552

-42

Kittilä

206,251

-39

1,032

-39

Ivalo

114,922

-44

656

-44

Turku

112,585

-65

1,531

-65

Kuusamo

70,943

-37

486

-37

Vaasa

59,712

-76

698

-76

Kuopio

57,599

-65

738

-65

Tampere

35,950

-80

508

-80

Maarianhamina

23,962

-32

925

-32

Joensuu

21,939

-76

361

-76

Kajaani

17,379

-76

277

-76

Kemi-Tornio

13,661

-76

230

-76

10,590

-73

288

-73

Jyväskylä
Kokkola-Pietarsaari

9,168

-77

250

-77

Pori

5,314

37

489

37

Enontekiö

5,258

-78

19

-78

Savonlinna

1,202

-76

110

-76

Halli Kuorevesi

0

0

0

0

Utti

0

0

0

0

6,400,583

-75

46,829

-63

Total

Domestic
International

Cargo

Posti

Total

1,906

62

1,968

141,465

3,838

14,303

Total

147,271

Change-%

-37

THE TOTAL CARRIAGE OF
CARGO AND POST WAS

147,271
TONNES,
which is 37% less
than in the year 2019.

Halli and Utti serve military and general aviation.
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